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Somewhere east of Laramie, on one of wyoming’s 

plains, you'll find the strangest : 

ry a i government housing project ever : 

< built. Six concrete and steel build- _ _ 

— ak ings are being constructed to house . : | 

Mea | Atlas missiles. The site is one of the _ _——r— 

: iat oo. Ge ie \ operational intercontinental missile  ~=Fr—=sziO™CONCOiCtiiitCO CS 

pam LS ye bases to be operated by the Strate- —rti—‘“COOCO—OOCrCTCrCT—S—C—C'" 
F Sti gic Air Command. This base is being @@2+=—™Oe 

ne ie i constructed on the surface. Others @=-- 

~<a ees (ll burrow deep into the earth.  ..- 
So es — Generally, the missiles are all a | L- Lk 
~ - : you ever hear or read about. Ac- ee 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is con- ; _ 
structing this operational intercontinental tually, they’re only a small part of i —r—e™ 2 2=—r—e 
missile base in Wyoming. In front of the wet ~=—rsr—eEB — 7+=~—=S—SO—ese 

partially completed Launchand Service Build- the missile program. Most of the = | 
ings are Col. Sidney T. Martin, in charge of manpower and material go into i  ~—=S—eBB 
construction, and Maurice K. Graber, a con- ~~ r”~—~—C 
struction engineer for the Corps. ground support equipment. There (_ Sse 

, cues are over 11,000 tons of steel and _ [Cs 
SS SSS over 48,000 tons of concrete aggre- _ 
te gate, blocks and cement in the six | ss 

fj — launching service buildings at this [ CC 
>> site alone. [4 7 - 

D> ae ed United States Steel can supply | ’ 7. 
/- 4 eo ete virtually all of the material for a Pe _ 3 | 

ME oe missile program — carbon steels, (| 7 _ 

Ah Ne ra a high-strength low-alloy steels, ultra- @ | _ 
high-strength alloy steels, Stain- | 4 a: |. 

: 
‘ rr — 

less Steel, steel fence, electrical 4 : si 

This is the inside of the blast pit of one of the cable, cement and wire rope Cs —lLmrUmUm 
launcher buildings. In all six of these build- i “oo _ Oe 
ings there are 1,040 tons of structural steel, The success of our whole missile ( | 

1,950 tons of reinforcing steel, over 48,000 tons — —_— 
of concrete aggregate, blocks and cement, | Program depends upon these ma- .. a : oo 
and 8,040 tons of mechanical steel items. terials. And upon manpower. Here’s fA la i 

~ aves . where you fit in: it takes trained en- eo eS 866 
— | . a *_ | 
~~ gineers and men of many other pro- se A | 

ba) ae - ae” fessions, such as those interested 2 @ : 7 

— cS > ma in financial analysis or sales to _ @ LL 
a Pr. f2 a research, develop and produce bo ae : 

ee "hae vay Cm ay these steels. If you would like to 7 

¢ Pe / se have information about the many : 
2 a2.’ ~—sSSseareer possibilities at U.S. Steel, : : : 

i. “fl . 
= oA United States Steel | 

Fuel lines and process piping are Stainless 
Steel and operate at pressures up to 15,000 i EOARE 

psi. The pipes are kept almost surgically clean . 

to prevent contamination of fuel and subse- ? : 

quent malfunction. Vapor degreasing and a 

chemical cleaning processes are used on 
the pipes. 

Se ee i 

" — oh oe | The Atlas is powered : 
‘ a ie by a cluster of liquid Bes in 2 si 

mele propellant rocket en- 
ee gines that burn liquid . . 

ie auvaen ‘and RP, a United States Steel Corporation 
ere : kerosene-like hydro- Room 6071, 525 William Penn Place 

oe § carbon fuel. 192 pres- Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
gb Mroroto Ne sure tanks fabricated 

cee a saiiieicaag mm from alloy or Stainless Please send me the free booklet, ‘Paths of Opportunity.” 
“eee ae «| «Steel plate at this site 

— oe ef oO _ | store liquid and gases Name a 

— Seal ———C liquid oxygen and ni- 
cS Ka: he 7 trogen and helium School = St pe 

ce Wit gases which are used 

r to inject the fuels into Address 
. the missiles. 

. City__ Zone___ State _ 
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rolling friction 

General Motors is pioneering research into the mystery of energy losses in the rolling ball. With a unique 
measuring device (above), investigators have not only confirmed the hypothesis of how a rolling ball loses 
energy (Answer: elastic hysteresis), but have also learned where this lost energy is dissipated (Answer: 

in the interior of the material, not on the surface). 

The effectiveness of automation depends upon the ingenuity of the scientist and engineer. If 
you are about to begin a career in the field of technology you’ll benefit yourself by working 
where ingenuity and enthusiasm pay off. At General Motors they do, and in a big way. 

What is your main interest? GM’s diversification covers many fields. Automotive research, 
production engineering and manufacturing, electronics and astronautics are just a few. With 

so many and varied divisions, GM can offer men who qualify the choice of specialization or 

the opportunity to work on vastly different projects. 

If you are an undergraduate, or if you are working on a postgraduate degree, GM has a 

financial aid program that you should look into. For complete information, write to General 

Motors, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

a 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, 

and Ceramic Engineering * Mathematics * Industrial Design * Physics * Chemistry » Engineering Mechanics » Business Administration and Related Fields 
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preferably... 
. . . . _ 

a big FISH in the right-sized STREAM 

We've been told frequently that engineering graduates are attracted to a ‘ 

company our size because of an honest and understandable desire to be 

“a big fish in a little pond’. Perhaps others prefer to think of the future as 

the challenge of “swimming up-stream”’. 

We believe that Sikorsky Aircraft is actually the “right-sized stream” for 

young engineers who would enjoy diversified, small-group activities, as 

well as stature opportunities in a field that is not limited nor professionally | 

confining. Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the modern 

helicopter; and our field today is recognized as one of the broadest and most 

challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 
Because of this, we can offer stimulating experiences in an ideal environ- 

ment. Work associations could include joining an electronic team of twenty 

to thirty associates—or—working with a highly selective group of four or 

five on interesting problems of radialion, instrumentation, auto pilotage, 

automatic stabilization, ete. 

a And what of your future? 

That, of course, involves your own potential for growth. As 

a far-sighted company, we’re more than willing to help you 

meet the challenge of ‘going up-stream”’! 

For factual and detailed information 
about careers with us, please write to Mr. 

Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

’ 

1 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 
we Fe 

® yO DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

5) STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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research, resources, results 
RESEARCH. “Find the truth of a matter first, then adapt that beneficial exploitation of these common materials. Dow 
truth to the industrial needs of the day.” This is the attitude thoroughness in the handling of all resources has led to the 
of the research staff of The Dow Chemical Company. In industry axiom, “If it’s Dow, it’s backed by complete 
new and expanded facilities across the United States, in technology.” 
Canada, and overseas, Dow research continues to embody . : : 
this philosophy on which the company was built. It is note- RESULTS. Even with such a short list of raw materials as 
worthy in the history of Dow that parallel to the steady Dow employs, a complete exploration of these materials will 
growth of the company has been a steady increase in the take you into medicine and biochemistry, agriculture, metal- 
number of research personnel. With this attitude toward  lurgy, dyestuffs, solvents, plastics, and just about every other 
research, Dow will continue to find and invent new and better _ field as well. And Dow gets results. Many of these bear 
processes and products, and at the same time to offer the re- Well-known names like saran and Saran Wrap*, Dowgard*, 
search-minded person an ideal atmosphere for development. Styrofoam®, Lurex®, and hundreds of others. And the end 

is not in sight. Each new product suggests its successor, and 
RESOURCES. When someone, told Herbert H. Dow that there it’s the rare item that can’t be improved. Hence, as it must 
wasn’t enough bromine available in the earth, he made his be in every healthy company, every effort is made at Dow 
now famous statement, “We'll have to mine it out of the to see that research produces new results from the available 
ocean, then.” This is characteristic of the Dow attitude resources. 
toward resources. It is true that the chief raw materials for 

j virtually all the Dow products are sea water, brine, petro- To learn how you can find a part in the Dow Opportunity, 
leum, coal, and oyster shells. It is also true that the Dow visit, or write to the Technical Employment Manager at one 
attitude toward resources has led to an extremely broad and __ of the locations listed below. * Trademark 

California—Pittsburg, Seal Beach * Colorado—Rocky Flats * Ilinois—The Dow Metal Products Company, Madison * Lovisiana—Plaquemine 
Massachusetts—Eastern Research Laboratory, Framingham * Ohio—The Dobeckmun Company; Dow Industrial Service, Cleveland 
Oklahoma—Dowell Division, Tulsa * Texas—Freeport * Virginia—Williamsburg * Canada—Sarnia, Ontario 
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Leo ScuLey met’61 

A 7 Photo Editor 

4 Wa tTeER Ronn che’61 

Staff Artist 

Dick Nycaarp | 
ATTENTION 

All Engineers and General Public Secretary sa 
JOELLEN FIsHER ce’63 

Over the summer no one wrote This is your page devoted to Staff 
. your ideas, , 

to us, so there are no letters this The subject of your letters need | RICHARD Hesse mee 

month. We hope you will write to not be limited to engineering sub- yee NDE ce i 

jects or to THe Wisconsin ENcI- AVID: URES, ME Os 
us this month. NEER, and each letter will be per- Larry Cepek ce’6] 
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JOHN SCHUBERT U-3758 
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WILLIAM HUEBNER U-—2880 
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Chairman: Svanuey K. Srynes, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. Davin J. Mac 

Publishers’ Representative: Lrrre.t-Murray—BARNHILL, INc., 369 Lexington Ave- Mining & Metallurgy 
nue, New York 17, New York. R. N. Wuire . N. Waite 

Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Ne ep Ts ~ 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded 1896 

VOLUME 65, NUMBER 1 

THIS MONTH’S COVER was drawn by Dick Nygaard, a Madison 
art major whose artistic interests tend toward commercial 

art. Dick chose oil wells since 'they are symbolic of an in- 
dustry using the talents of all engineers. We would like to: 
extend our thanks to Professor Donald Anderson of the art 
education department for recommending Dick, and to Dick 
for taking on this chore. We hope to see more of Dick’s 
work on future issues. 

LL ANTS HPT | FI SPT So TE 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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Set your sights for UX 

i job tuniti world-wide job opportunities 

Phillips offers outstanding career within the organization .. . provides plenty of room to 

58 ‘ * grow. It creates a favorable climate and incentive for 

opportunities in your chosen field. ambitious, competent, young engineers and scientists to 

The sun never sets on Phillips world-wide operations. become the key men of tomorrow. 

And because Phillips is one of America’s largest and Aggressive new expansion by Phillips in three 

most diversified companies producing and marketing major growth industries—oil, natural gas and chemicals 

petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids and petro- —has contributed to a unique stability which offers 

chemicals, you can select a career that matches your broad opportunities for future development. 

interests and your education. Arrange for an interview, through your Placement 

You may be interested in research and development Office, when the Phillips representative visits your cam- 

concerned with atomic energy . . . exotic fuels . . . syn- pus. And write today to our Technical Manpower Divi- 

thetic rubber . . . plastics . . . fertilizers. Or in processes sion for the latest brochure describing career oppor- 

for improved motor fuels, lubricants and other petroleum tunities at Phillips. 

products. There are many other career opportunities, 

too, in geology, geophysics, computer programming, PHILLIPS 

marketing, production and transportation, aan Oklekon COMPANY 

a: . x artlesville, jahoma 
Promotion from within. Phillips policy of moving ’ 

people up all along the line . . . transferring them from 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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I 
e e ? _ s there a future for you in a chemical company: ———_______ 

At Monsanto, definitely yes. Mechanical and electrical Electrical Engineers... 
engineers carry key responsibilities in Monsanto en- © Design of electrical systems © Power distribution and substation design gineering and management. You will have unique © Process control instrumentation e Automated process systems engineering 
Opportunities for broad application of your profes- e Applied research e Equipment evaluation and selection 
sional skills as well as opportunities for specialization 5 . in engineering, plant operations, research and Want to hear more? We hope you will arrange through 

development. your Placement Director to 2 ERE 
see our representative when : / : | 

Mechanical Engineers... he visits your campus, or write M oo 
Plant design and layout e Plant engineering Professional Employment onsa HL) f ‘ Construction Manager, EM-1, Monsanto : + Equipment selection Specialization in the fields of fluid r < 2 Materials specification mechanics, stress analysis, heat Chemical Company, St. Louis e Design of new and unique equipment transfer, etc. 66, Missouri. ® 
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i h lab I Our new mountain-top research laboratories 
h \ ill broad I’s hori ...Where science will broaden steel’s horizons 

Now fast nearing completion, this huge research project There’s excitement in the air at Bethlehem, and splendid 

is a multi-million-dollar investment in the future of steel. opportunities for men who join this diversified organiza- 

Kew research facilities can boast the equipment planned tion. We need mechanical, metallurgical, chemical, 

for this one. And its magnificent 1000-acre site will pro- electrical, industrial, civil, mining, ceramic, and other 

vide a stimulating environment in which Bethlehem scien- engineering graduates, for our many activities. Such men 

tists will explore the unknown—in process and physical can look forward to rewarding careers with a company 

metallurgy: in mechanical and chemical engineering; in that is constantly moving ahead. 

ceramics. chemistry, physics, and nuclear studies. 

For college men this means opportunities in research, Ask your Placement Officer about Bethlehem 

of course. And it also emphasizes progress in every phase Steel. And be sure to pick up a copy of our 

of the steel business: preparation of raw materials; im- booklet, “Careers with Bethlehem Steel 

proved processing methods; new and better products. and the Loop Course.” 

ik “ » BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, Bethlehem, Pa. 

[/ Steel for Strength 
J]... Economy ap a 

oa BETHLEHEM STEEL 2 STEEL 
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10,000 traffic signals controlled by a computer. Compared to standard computers, it will be smaller, 
Imagine a computer that could solve the downtown cheaper, more reliable. 

traffic problem. This is the long-range potential of a Interest in tomorrow is one reason Westinghouse 
new kind of computer invented by Westinghouse, one is the best place for talented engineers. For more rea- 
that “learns” by experience, and adapts instantly to sons, write L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational 
changing problems. One pilot model has been running Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa. 
a refinery process. Tomorrow this new-concept com- You can be sure . . . if it’s 
puter will improve the making of cement, Paper, and Westinghouse 
almost anything else made by a continuous process. 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 
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THE CRYOGENIC GYRO 

A fundamentally new type of gyroscope with the possi- of a superconductor. Exceptionally low drift rates should 

bility of exceptionally low drift rates is currently under be possible. This cryogenic gyro has performance potential 

development. The design techniques used in conventional unlimited by the constraints of conventional electro- 

electro-mechanical gyros appear to have been largely mechanical gyros. 

exploited. A break-through is needed, and the cryogenic This is just one example of the intriguing solid state con- 

gyro may well provide it. cepts which are being pioneered at JPL for meeting the 

The cryogenic (liquid helium temperatures, in the range of challenge of space exploration. In addition to gyro applica- 

4°K) gyro consists of a superconducting sphere supported tions, superconducting elements are providing computer 

by a magnetic field. The resulting configuration is capable advances and frictionless bearings. The day of the all-solid- 

of support in this manner as a result of a unique property state space probe may be nearer than one realizes. 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields: 

INFRA-RED + OPTICS » MICROWAVE + SERVOMECHANISMS + COMPUTERS * LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION + STRUCTURES * CHEMISTRY 
INSTRUMENTATION + MATHEMATICS * AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS + ENGINEERING MECHANICS « TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY 

Send resume, with full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration 
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PhD, MS, BS in EE 

PhD, MS in Physics and Mathematics 

—would you rather blaze trails in electronic 
communications theory or consolidate 

territory newly won? 

AT STROMBERG-CARISON 
Division of General Dynamics 

«.-where a group of outstanding scientists 
and engineers are conducting both theoretical 
and applied studies in many aspects of the 
science of communications oo 

The list below indicates 

While our broad concern at Stromberg-Carlson is in the acqui- the range of work currently 
sition, transmission, processing, storage and display of com- in progress. 

munications data, ancilliary investigations — often seemingly FIELDS OF RESEARCH ENDEAVOR 
remote — are carried on to enhance our basic understanding Paramiagrietic Resonance 
of the communications field. Thin Photoconductor Films 

Ferroelectricity , 
TO THE ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATE this fre- See ne ane Seding 
quently offers the opportunity, upon completion of his studies, Bandwidth Compression 

. ‘: 7 - ; ae 7 4 Hydro-Acoustic Transducers to continue theoretical investigations initiated in thesis Molecular Electronics 
preparation. Defect Solid State Physics 

Parametric Devices 

TO THE MAN WHO HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED HIS Seatter Promgetion Analysis 
BS, it provides varied career choices: to work directly with Plasma Physics 
experts on research projects; to participate in advanced devel- ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING 
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ttor 
You have been attending the University of lights section shows the latest developments in 

Wisconsin for at least six weeks. Those of you science and engineering while the Engineer of 
who are veterans of the battle of the books have Yesteryear provides a look at what was consid- 
become re-acquainted with old friends and ered news in the early days of the Engineer. 
have finished swapping lies about summer ac- Engineers are noted for their appreciation of 
tivities. Now it is time to settle down, slide rule the engineering feats of nature, and for this 
in hand, for another year, resolving to work reason we present the Girl of the Month. Other 
harder. This resolution is made even more so- departments are Sneed’s Book Review which 
bering by the conspicuous absence of some of tells of the latest developments in engineering 
last years classmates, a phenomenon that be- literature and Stripped Gears which deals with 
comes more apparent as the semesters roll by. — the lighter side of engineering. Also there is 

Since this is the first copy of the 1960-6] Sneedly’s puzzle page which gives someone a 
Engineer it seems appropriate to tell you a chance to pick up ten dollars, Sneedly, by the 
little bit about our magazine and what we hope Way is a “student” who started in engineering 
to accomplish this year. The Wisconsin Engi- i 1954, but transferred to B.S. shortly there- 
neer has been continuously published since @fter. He has since had various classifications 
1896 and is almost a tradition at Wisconsin. @2d is now Law ’65, quite appropriate for an 
Many of you first became familiar with the ¢X-engineer. 
Engineer in your high school libraries. Perhaps The Wisconsin Engineer serves the campus by 
our high school edition helped you decide on providing a voice for the campus engineering 
the branch of engineering which you are follow- organizations. This year we hope to extend this 
ing. This year, we will have other special issues voice to everyone by providing a letters to the 
such as the one devoted to graduate studies editor column. This is your opportunity to ex- 
which will appear next month. press yourself and to bring forward any ques- 

The magazine is almost entirely student writ- tions, problems, ideas, or gripes that you may 

ten. The articles, which are written in technical have. This is your column. Use it! 
writing classes, are chosen for publication on I and everyone on the staff hope that YOU 
the basis of their interest and the skill with make reading the Wisconsin Engineer a steady 
which they were written. Certain departments habit and that YOU do not become conspicuous 
are presented every month. The Science High- through YOUR absence.—J.C.S. 

Made by an unusual sandwich-type construction, these lightweight telescope disks have been 
developed by Corning Glass Works for use in missiles, satellites and aircraft. The mirrors 

4 consist of two plates of fused silica, held apart by ribs or tubes of the same high purity 
material. This weight-saving construction makes the mirrors light enough for compact tele- 
scopes needed in outer space photography. 

Courtesy of Corning Glass Works 
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by Walter A. Olep, me’60 

A Survey of the powdered metal Industry, its 

raw materials and manufacturing processes. 

OWDERED metallurgy got its below the melting point of the Atomization 

Puc during World War IL metal in a reducing atmosphere. In the atomization process, 

when methods for mass pro- By heating the briquette at the molten metal is forced through a 

duction of machine parts were be- proper temperature for a proper viogzle ito: # steam: of tain or-wae 

ing investigated. Since then it has period of time, interparticle adhe- joy Upon contact with the stream 

grown rapidly into one of the lead- sion occurs, thus producing a strong the molten metal is solidified into 

ing manufacturing processes today. metal part with the desired particles with sizes in a wide range. 

properties, By varying the nozzle size, the 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION ' At = ee i pears ae metal flow rate, and the pressure 

1 s c pe, Cnded...but, is Other specia’ char. and tem srature of the stream, the 
Che production of powdered acteristics are desire > par ane, (ORG Be § cian 

metal roalnals hisually occurs in te cuterke are men particle pidge seal be varied. This 

three or four steps. First, the metal followed by “bin y and coining nie process 1S used amostly for lew: 

powders are manufactured and shining: im neon and annltea- melting point metals due to the cor. 
blended in proper. proportion t | In . : he - a . rosive action of the molten metal 

proper proportion to tion, plating, or heat treating. on the nozzle at high temperatures. 
produce the desired strength and ~ 

metal structure of the powdered MANUFACTURING METAL Reduction 

metal part. POWDERS : 
, . In the reduction process, the ox- 

Next, the proper amount of the The metal powders most com- — ides of the metals are used. The 

blended powder is fed into a com- monly used in the manufacture of oxides are obtained from the ores 

pact die and pressed. This opera- powdered metal products are cop- of the metals by chemical proc- 

tion is done at room temperatures, per, tin, and iron, The particle size esses, These oxides are pulverized 

at pressures of 40,000 to 80,000 psi, of the powders falls into a range or ground into powders. The oxide 

and at production rates determined of 1 to 100 microns (1 micron = powders are placed into atmos- 

by the part size, the part shape, 10° meter) with the range of 10 to phere controlled furnaces and re- 

and the composition of the blended 20 microns being predominant. duced to the metal by the use of 

powder, There are various methods of man- various reducing agents. The most 

The briquette or pressed part is ufacturing powders of this size, widely used agents for this process 

then placed in a sintering furnace. but those most commonly used are hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 

In the furnace, the briquettes are are atomization, reduction and natural gas, and dissociated am- 

heated to an clevated temperature electrolytic. monia. By varying the temperature 
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and time of the reduction period, tion, the space occupied by voids removed from the part during the 
the particle shape can be controlled — would be reduced. Density of a sintering operation by the use of a 
for proper briquetting purposes. part would decrease if all coarse reducing atmosphere in the sinter- 
This process is carried out at tem- particles were used due to the large ing furnace. The removal of these 
peratures below the melting point void space. By using all fine parti- impurities increases the porosity of 
of the metal. cles, the density of the part would the part due to the decrease in the 

| increase, but the pressure required _ particle size after reduction. 
Electrolytic for briquetting would increase due . like ce de tent _ / . Blending The electrolytic process is simi- to the larger contact area between 

lar to electroplating. In this process, particles and small deformation. Blending is an important step in 
the metal plates are placed in a Again, proper particle size and dis- the process of powder manufac- 
tank of electrolyte. These plates act tribution are required to provide ture. By blending various metal 
as anodes while other metal plates the proper density without increas- | powders, many different properties 
are placed into the electrolyte to ing briquetting pressures. Particle © can be obtained in the pow- 
act as cathodes. Unlike the electro- size and distribution are deter- dered metal parts which cannot 
plating process, high amperages mined by passing a powder sample be obtained by other methods of 
are used to produce a powdery de- _ through a standard screen set and manufacture. 
posit on the cathode. After a period measured by percentage of weight. Blending and mixing provides a 
of time, the cathode plates are re- homogeneous mixture of the de- 
moved from the tank and rinsed Apparent Density and Flow Rate sired properties. During the blend- 
and dried to remove the electro- Apparent density and flow rate ing operation, lubricants are added 
lyte. After this is done, the deposit are important factors in determin- to the powders to reduce friction 
is scraped from the cathode and _ ing press size and part characteris- | during the pressing operations. 
pulverized to the particle size tics. Flow rates determine the time This reduces die wear and lowers 
range. The particles are then gen- required to fill the die cavity of the the pressures required for pressing. 
erally annealed to eliminate the press. This would then set the pro- 
work hardening caused by the pul- —_ duction rate, Apparent density of MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
verization, Metal powders pro- the metal powder, measured in The manufacturing process con- 
duced by this process are of very grams per cubic centimeter, is im- sists of briquetting, pre-sintering 
high purity. portant in determining the stroke (optional), sintering, and addi- 

of the press. To manufacture a part _ tional finishing operations, 
PROPERTIES OF METAL POWDERS of a certain density, the use of a . . 

_ low apparent density metal powder Briquetting 
To determine the properties of would increase the amount of pow- In the briquetting operation, the 

powdered metal parts, a study of der required. Since the amount of prime objective is to obtain a uni- 
the various properties of the metal powder is increased, the stroke of — form density throughout the entire 
powder must be made. the press must be increased. briquette. Due to inter-particle fric- 

pressure a 4 2 - Particle Size and Distribution Purity seats mil Ee 

Particle size and distribution are To produce powder metal prod- uniformly through the part and, 
important factors in the control of ucts of high quality, the metal pow- therefore, the density will vary 
porosity, density, compressability, ders must be of high purity. throughout the part. To keep this 
and shrinkage upon sintering. If all Impurities have various effects on density variation to a minimum, 
coarse or all fine metal powders the briquetting and sintering oper- multiple action briquetting presses 
were used, the overall porosity ations. Foreign substances cause are employed which apply pres- 
would increase due to the voids wear on the die parts and thus re- sure from both the top and bottom 
between particles. By the use of duce the useful life of the die. Ox- of the part die. 
proper particle size and distribu- ides and gaseous impurities can be (Continued on page 38) 
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\ oe o> Z We are sorry, but Walter Olep graduated before we could get 

A ces f any information about him other than his picture and that he 
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The Rotor-Pist Engi 

by James Radloff me’60 

A new idea to improve the old gasoline engine. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION Compression exhaust gases are forced out the 

After step four, the area between put port preps eleven, Enel, 

General Operation the side of the rotor AB and the ar one he t "te ake steps 2 

HE rotor-piston engine elimi- cylinder wall begins getting smal- ih ae s m oes 1 elo ee tha ce eee 1. ler. and the intake port is cut off the rotor opens and closes the ex- 
nates reciprocating parts by ely E > haust ste sxhivase valves 

* . ye Taixbure: 4s: 6 eee aust ports, so no exhaust valves having a triangular piston so the gas mixture is compressed. are needed 

revolving cecentrically around the Five, six and seven are the com- Because the rotor sweeps the 
oT 1; = Bae si ressii sequence steps. amet S . ps ~ 

output shaft, The cylinder wall is Pr en 8S whole chamber during exhaust, this : 1 de - The ce ressi ratio, the ratio eige “ © CONAUSE, UUs shaped like an oval drawn in at The compression ratio, the + ae Ketter ¥ 55 ; sna f the larees 1 » at four to the design has better removal of burnt 
the middle. This shape allows the of the largest volume at four to the mats , candneaciatt C : 1 smallest. vol + at seven, is about gases than the reciprocating en- 
corners of the rotating piston to be smallest volume at seven, is abou ing, Thereciprocatine envine 6 : right to one. This is higher than 8ine. The reciprocating engine can- 
in constant contact with the cylin- 1g aaa 1S t , er the not: remove: exhaust ‘gases’ coms 

ow: » that while one side. Was originally expected. Bases 
der wall. Note that while one side 5 . : pletely, because the piston cannot 
of the rotor is intaking, another Power travel to the top of the cylinder 

side_is compressing 3 and firing, 5 exces since the valves are in the way. 
while the third side is firmg and ; At step seven, the spark plug ‘ 
exhausting. (Refer to figure ). fires, and the expanding Bases oF ADVANTAGES 

combustion drive the rotor thru 

Intake steps eight, nine, and ten. The rotor-piston engine has 
As the rotor turns clock-wise, the Since, as the name implies, the — many advantages due both to its 

area between side CA and the cyl Motion of the rotor is rotary, and design and to its rotary motion. 
inder wall gets larger, so side CA the direction of motion is not First the advantages due to rotary 

is intaking. One, two, three, and changed as in reciprocating en- — motion, then the advantages of 
four are the intake sequence steps. gines, the power is delivered economy, and finally the extra ad- 
The engine hasn't any intake smoothly, and more power is de- vantages are discussed. 
valves. The rotating piston opens livered to the output shaft. Power 

and closes the intake ports as. it is not used to change the direction Rotary Motion 

moves. Because there are no intake a at ae ot = cevolution The reciprocating engine has a 

or exhaust valves, or any other ir kes. OF BREE AES EAEGE! DOE! stop-start motion. The piston must 
projections into the intake cham- — S'7OKCS- . be stopped and accelerated in the 
ber, there is no preignition due to ; Exhousi other direction at the end of each 
“hot spots”. Preignition is the igni- After step ten, when point C of stroke. Because mass times accel- 
tion of the gases before the engine the rotor uncovers the exhaust eration produces a force, this force 
parts are in position for the power ports, the area between CB andthe must be supplied by the engine to 
stroke. cylinder wall is decreasing, so the maintain motion. The rotary engine 
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has a constant rotary motion, so 2b 3 
these acceleration forces are elimi- : : bi 
nated, and more power is delivered B Bi 
to the output shaft. Also, the parts at Tl 
are not loaded with the accelera- eI | et | 
tion forces. (3 \@| e (5 i le 

The rotor-piston engine has very Sm ET ga SRR) 
little vibration because both noise Ey, c ASA Fy, Gi. SAS . . * i SA Ae and vibration are caused mainly ER \ 5 Yf =| HAL & 4 
by valves. The rotor-piston engine a Vp \ sd a = BOM 1 44 5 1 BA Saks B avs e eliminates valves and has constant (oD \ Seine ‘bg Ga | 
motion, so vibration is small. ais B hy G@ 5 gf OV 

The acceleration forces of the re- ee G0 A ae 
ciprocating engine increase with = gs & 
the square of the speed of rotation, es fs = 
This is why reciprocating engines SS SS 
are limited to low speeds. Because [] [] 
more power is developed at high r ¥ 
speeds, the rotor-piston engine has Ry By 

gy 2 a large advantage. It can run at 
speeds of 17,000 rpm, compared | i | | 
to about 5000 rpm for most recipro- i | le s EI | | 
cating engines. More power is de- (3 a= (ES ioe | 
veloped because of higher speed. (240, me WP Sa ar < PS 
Power does not have to be used to : By «6 > RS ‘S E/ ne Way ‘Sa °. * = “ | REA RE wy wa change direction of motion, and no 3 irate B | Of o \\ BA 8 
power is used to operate valves. a | B S| ay 2 a te’ Vg 
Therefore, far more power is avail- LS lanns BY B Ky : able to the output shaft in the ro- ve mA AY Se van 
tor-piston engine than in the > "A - 2 7) 
reciprocating engine. SZ fd : 4 ed 

Economy —) — 

The initial cost of the rotor- [] 
piston engine will be less than a : . 
comparable reciprocating engine, 
because the rotor-piston engine is ee} Raa 5-7 = 8-10 TON Pea | a 
cheaper to manufacture. Many 

parts are eliminated in the rotor- EL ¢3 CQ Tay COMBUSTION EXHAUST 
piston engine. There are no cam- . . 
shafts, valve lifters valves, or The strokes of a Rotor-Piston Engine. ; . 

_ ? : Courtesy of Motor Trend timing gears, because the rotor it- 
self acts as a valve a iming ‘ . Bes. ACIS (es @ Valve and timing speed and because less power is problems rather than disadvan- device. Other parts are very sim- . ‘ 5 . 7 ee 7 stolen by many moving parts. This tages. These problems must be ple. The output shaft is straight as ‘ : : means that the payload of the mo- solved before the rotor-piston en- compared to the crooked crankshaft ge : : : : : ; tor is greater. Also, the torque curve gine can be put into general use. of the reciprocating engine. Also a f th eta hor ; The Skase } . } sear replaces the connecting rod of the rotor-piston engine is very ne stress on the gear teeth on. 
a aeeiat iii 8 flat. That is, the torque changes both the rotor and the output shaft 
a pm . very little with a change in engine —are_ subject to direct power im- The rotor-piston engine is eco- ; : : oe : ; envi : : speed. So the rotor-piston engine pulses. There is no shaft to cushion nomical to run, too. It will burn : . 4 : . : will require a less complicated the impulses so the gears must be cheaper fuels than the reciprocat- i. 1 . 4 5 transmission, very strong. ing engine, and it burns less fuel. : earucnenll Secs Hh 7 ? . > : 5 4 Since the rotor-piston engine is Although the engine has been The rotor-piston engine will bum lighter in weight and has less vi. ; f ty S ; 
fuels with a 43 octane rating com- be tions th cueing is much easier Tun success ully with water co if 
pared to fuel of 100 octane for to- » me eng " ing, it is very hard to cool with ait days auto engines to mount. Air is not as good a heat transfer 

° agent as water. 
Other Advantages DISADVANTAGES Another problem is the sealing 

The rotor-piston engine develops Along with advantages, this new _ between the rotor and the cylinder 
one horsepower per pound of design has some disadvantages. Walls. The seals must stand 17,000 
weight because it will run at high Properly speaking, they are design (Continued on page 57) 
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We are sorry but the author graduated before we could get his picture and information about him. 
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The Hist 

by John DeHorn, ce’61 

Portland cement has developed through 

the years into one of the most widely used 

and dependable construction materials. 

VER since man first started to Repeated structural failure of the ery, large quantities of natural ce- 

E build, he has sought a material Eddystone lighthouse off the coast — ment were used, Natural cement 

that would bind stones into a of Cornwall, England, led a British was produced by burning a natu- 

solid, formed mass. The Assyrians engineer named John Smeaton to rally occuring mixture of lime and 

and Babylonians used clay for this conduct experiments with mortars clay. Because the ingredients of 

purpose, and the Egyptians ad- in both fresh and salt water. These —_ natural cement were mixed by na- 

vanced to the discovery of lime tests led to his discovery in 1756 ture, its properties varied widely. 

and gypsum mortar as a binding that lime made from limestone con- This is the reason that natural ce- 

agent for building such structures taining a considerable proportion ment has given way to portland 

as the Pyramids. The Greeks made _ of clay would harden under water. cement, which is a predictable, 

further improvements, and. finally With this discovery, he rebuilt the known product of consistently high 

the Romans developed a cement — Eddystone lighthouse in 1759. His quality. Today about 98 per cent 

that produced structures of remark- structure stood for 126 years be- of the cement produced in the 

able durability. fore replacement was necessary. United States is portland cement. 

The Romans understood calcare- Other men experimenting in the In Aspdin’s day the new product 

ous cements quite well. Their — field of cement during the period caught on slowly. Aspdin estab- 

structures are proof of this. They from 1756 to 1830 were L. J. Vicat lished a plant in Wakefield to man- 

were probably the first people to and Lesage in France and Joseph —_ufacture portland cement, some of 

deliberately make hydraulic ce- Parker and James Frost in England. — which was used in 1828 in the con- 

ment. Ordinary lime mortar was In 1824 a bricklayer and mason struction of the Thames River 

probably used, but a true hydraulic in Leids, England, named Joseph = Tunnel. But it was almost 20 years 

cement was prepared by adding — Aspidin took out a patent on hy- later, when J. D. White and Sons 

puzzolanic material, a substance — draulic cement. He called it “port- set up a factory in Kent, that the 

containing siliceous matter which land” cement because it resembled portland cement industry saw its 

was active enough to combine with in color the stone quarried on the greatest period of early expansion. 

lime to form calcium silicates re- Isle of Portland off the British | This was not only in England, but 

sistant to the action of water, coast. Aspdin’s greatest contribu- also in Belgium and Germany. 

As the Roman Empire decayed tion was his method of carefully Portland cement was used in the 

the secret of hydraulic cement was proportioning limestone and clay, construction of the London sewer 

lost. with it. During the Middle pulverizing them and burning the system built in 1859-1867. 

Ages the failure of structures in- mixture into a clinker, which was The first record of portland ce- 

tended to resist the action of water then ground into finished cement. ment’s being shipped to the United 

must have been many. It is diffi Portland cement, which was pat- States was in 1868, when European 

cult to say just what proportion — ented by Aspdin, was a predeter- manufacturers began using cement 

of failures there were because their mined and carefully proportioned as ballast in tramp steamers, which 

destruction has removed any proof chemical combination of lime, sil- enabled them to ship at very low 

that they ever existed, This situa- ica, iron oxide and alumina. Before freight rates. The volume increased 

tion remained until the eighteenth portland cement was discovered to a peak of nearly 3 million bbl. 

century. and for some years after its discov- in 1895, After that date Ameri- 
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cans began producing increasing ‘ i Ve Rae HL Rs 
amounts of portland cement for : ee eee eee le 
themselves. \ Lr sy * Pl 

In 1880 about 42,000 bbl. of port- bau la4 pam fF a 
land cement was produced in the ee | i f i wna al 3 
United States; a decade later the eg oa ais : SS _ | ‘ 
amount had increased to 335,500 1 oer i ¢ e. - or 
bbl. and since that time produc- : at i > ——<— _ 
tion has increased steadily, until 7 | gue © a 5 
today the United States manufac- an Mesa : I 
tures and uses more than two and , a oe sate Mae 
one-half times as much portland eae CU ‘ ee 
cement as any other country in the A a | ee D oe. ee 
world. _* fo ee, gern et 

a Ss a One factor in this great increase we a pS gee y| Poe | rs 'G 
was the development of the rotary a a: oT ey tees i kiln. In the early days, vertical Cs ee Magi PT i <= 
kilns were used and allowed to cool ee ; a in ated ale 
after each burning. This resulted in Ae er? : aie ie | 
a waste of fuel and time. In 1885 eee aj ‘Ma ay ve 
an English engineer, F. Ransome, 8 ae \ Y ') | a + 
patented a horizontal kiln, slightly ae ae vi Eres 
tilted, which could be rotated so ' OHA A | ; 
that the material moved gradually ia 1 0 a M ew i 
from one end to the other, Because ae aa RE 
this new type of kiln had much ed an ‘| L 
greater capacity and burned more f 3 eee eh 
thoroughly and uniformly, it rap- pet Me Ate | _ 
idly replaced the older type. a a Ai | a Gs 
Thomas Edison was a pioneer in SS ae ; - <<} 
the further development of the ro- ea gf Tg or bee | i 

| ya Pct” (i. .  - 
The Composition and Chemistry of a ty A Bee. , ‘ Ul | pig ae =| 

Portland Cement a 5 cs Dp LB ee | ee | a 

Portland cement is a closely con- | ee ~ oy a4 a 
trolled chemical combination of _ “i / — 
lime, silica, alumina, iron oxide and oe on 5 Z, Me Bh. a 
small amounts of other ingredients i a ae : eo ens 
—to which gypsum is added in the an eR ce ae 
final grinding process to regulate 2s oe ee Ce a 
the setting time of concrete. Lime a | acallal a Ho a. 
and silica make up approximately Pee oad aa ie 
85 per cent of the mass. Among the i = : 7 
materials used in its manufacture | > om : oe hlUE aa ae 
are limestone, shells and chalk or ale a a ou a 
marl, combined with shale, clay, A rotary kiln showing blower and burner extending into kiln firing hood. 
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_ ’ John DeHorn is a junior in Civil Engineering from Thiensville, 
‘ . Wisconsin, Mr. De Horn attended Michigan Tech as a freshman 
<—_ before transferring here. John had no special reason to write on 

yt Portland cement although he is interested in structures. He is a 
aft N's member of Chi Phi fraternity, Scabbard and Blade, and the So- 
be : - ciety of American Military Engineers. 
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slate or blast-furnace slag, silica Manufacture of Portland Cement the primary crushing. Large 

sand and iron ore. Most people have the impression amounts of rock are fed through 

Portland cement is made by com- that portland cement is mined from crushers which can handle pieces 

bining SiO, and CaO by the | aid the ground and needs only crush- as large as oil drums. The first 

of some flux which may vary from ing to be ready for use. ‘Actually crushing reduces the rock to a top 

ALO, to CaCl,, The product of portland cement is produced from size of about six inches, The rock 
chief importance is 3CaO-SiO,,. mountains of rock, clay and shale, then goes to secondary crushers or 

This calcium silicate is what causes all of which must go through some hammer mills for reduction to ap- 

the setting of concrete. 80 different and carefully con- proximately two inch size or 

A large amount of very valuable trolled operations. These include smaller. 
work has been done by many in- crushing, burning at a temperature The rock and other raw mate- 

vestigators on the chemistry of ce- that would melt steel, and grinding rials are then raised to a tempera- 

ment. While Henry Le Chalelier extremely fine. More than 600 ture of around 2,700 degrees F. in 

was doing research on cement he pounds of raw materials, in addi- huge cylindrical steel rotary kilns 
wrote The Constitution of Hy- tion to fuel, are required to make lined with special firebrick. Kilns 

draulic Mortars (translated by one barrel of cement weighing 376 are sometimes as much as 12 ft, in 

Joseph Lathrop March) which re- pounds. diameter and longer than the 

mains a classic. Although the origi- Two different processes are used height of a 40-story building. Kilns 

nal work was done in 1887, it has in the manufacture of portland ce- are mounted with the axis inclined 

been repeatedly criticised and re- ment, One is the dry process; the slightly from the horizontal, The 

vised so that it may be taken as the other, the wet. In the wet process, finely ground material is fed into 

basis of our modern knowledge of the raw materials, properly propor- the higher end. At the lower end is 

cements. The fundamental idea tioned, are ground with water, a blast of flame, produced by burn- 

concerning the setting of cement intimately mixed and fed into the ing of powdered coal, oil or gas 
is best expressed in Le Chalelier's kiln in the form of a “slurry”. In under forced draft. 

work on plaster of paris. The same the dry process, raw materials are As the material moves through 
chemical reaction takes place in ce- ground, mixed and fed into the kiln the kiln, certain combinations of 
ment as in plaster of paris, The in a dry state. Otherwise the two elements are driven off in the form 

following paragraph is a direct processes are essentially alike. of gases. The remaining elements 
quote from his original book. When rock is used as the prin- unite to form a new substance with 

“The physical phenomenon of cipal raw material, the first step in its own physical and chemical 
the crystallization of plaster of both processes after quarrying is characteristics. This new substance, 
paris during its setting would then 
be as follows: calcined plaster is 
hydrated in contact with the wa- 
ter, which has been used to temper 

it, and gives a solution which soon 

allows the hydrated sulphate to 
crystalize, and then becomes able 

to dissolve new quantities of dehy- : ae | gia 
drated sulphate, The phenomenon ae MND can ‘i > 2 : 
continues in this manner until the : Se =< so aN \ . a 

complete hydration and crystalliza- : “4 eS ~ 2 
tion of the plaster. Indeed, these 2 fo Ra Ne \ , = 

‘ z es oe Stn a i : a 
two contrary actions occur simul- Bi gg? oN SA x 

taneously at adjacent points. A con- Sa a ; ‘ Ay a 
tinuous solution of new quantities — | ‘ Wis i y aes \ WY \ 4 = 

of plaster compensates for the im- on ye A 3 is iy y iy ae 
poverishment of the liquor result- sos Vv a i the ea Ji Oo _ 
ing from the equally continuous a yy, 4 | | Wee in a 

deposition of the hydrated crystals. ‘ x | es ) Sy Ne — 
The degree of concentration at aoe a i Sy Sis vada ) oo 
which the solution is maintained == ay Aa ie 2 a 
pats upon the ne speed of rT Vs Viera — 

these two contrary phenomena. £ ~~ re 1 ; re i 
When it is rapid, on she contrary, a nN | | 7 ee 

the supersaturation is consider- — a. Sd | i” 2 

This is the crystalline theory. : oe <= Vee a Po a 

There are others, but this one _ . _ 7 — La | |. - 

part of the chemistry of cement is . — = ec | ee | 
still questionable and will remain 1 ' | oy el a 
so until more thorough and difficult a _ Srlrtstsisisi‘i‘a o 
research is made. Dry grinding preliminator equipped with peripheral screen. 
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enema 

called a “clinker”, is formed in a packing machine that automati- uses. It is durable, sanitary and fire 
pieces about the size of marbles cally cuts off the flow of cement resistant. The upkeep cost of con- 
and is harder than the rock from when 94 Ibs, has entered the sack. crete is low, and it can easily be 
which it came. When cement is shipped in bulk, it made attractive in appearance. Be- 

The clinker comes out of the a5 pay Hite oi pee Bent cause it is plastic when first mixed, 
lower end af the lain and, is gen- roa ate, — eee ships concrete Tends itself well to the 

erally brought down to handling and’ is Becurately weigned. construction of many objects. 
temperature in various types of Uses of Portland Cement Portland cement is also used in 
coolers. The heated air from the grouting, Portland cement grout is 
coolers is returned to the kilns: Portland cement occupies a dom- a fluid mixture of portland cement 
this saves fuel and increases inant position in modern civiliza~- and water, to which fine sand is 
efficiency. tion. It is now regarded as indis- sometimes added. It has a variety 

The clinker may be stockpiled oo > Paige sclewalls, of purposes: and is applied by air 

for future use, or it may be taken . mn ae all , ' sot, od hyde pressure, wad by 
at once to a series of grinding ma- ao tn Oiead comet Arvo Bravity. . . 
chines. Here gypsum is added. The harbors, and a multiple of other f in pressure: granting, the Beall 
final grinding operation reduces major and minor projects. Both ore et » een be ” el ter cl rE dc ein SAE a ml and cement. is so finely ground i erable ways. . P98 . 
that more than 90 per cent of it innenale vrcatoat <8 fon snort of old masonry. 
will pass through a screen contain- YEATES GTEALESE USE FOF Or Track maintenance has always 
ing 40,000 holes to the square inch; idnd cement is in analog concrete. been one of the largest items of 
and more than 80 per cent will Conerete is a mixture in which a expense for the railroads. The 
pass through a screen that has paste of portland Cement ad a grout is forced into the track sub- : ter binds aggregates into a rocklike . . . 
100,000 holes to the square inch. nee ne . grade, displacing air, water or wa- mass as the paste hardens through 5 

Strong paper sacks, which are the chemical reaction of the ce- ter-saturated material. When the 
sealed before receiving the cement, ment and water, Concrete in itself rout hardens, the subgrade is 
are then filled through a valve from is more than sufficient for many stabilized, 

Still another use for cement was 

discovered by Ludwig Hatschek, 
an Austrian, when he developed a 

process for combining asbestos. fi- 
4 bers with portland cement to pro- 

: , duce a construction material of 

A great strength and durability. This 

iu led to the manufacture of the first 
4 asbestos-cement product, roofing 

: ; ; shingles, in 1905 at Ambler, Pa. 
( H Asbestos-cement products are now 

es made by more than a dozen com- 

tal panies with plants in various sec- 

is tions of the country. 

Fl One can be assured that Portland 
is cement will continue to be used in 

[Es an increasing amount and in an 

Fa increasing number of ways in the 
= future. 
leah . ‘ iyi 

e whe aia wees Jes . \ Ih BIBLIOGRAPHY , 

' cee ATE aaeeibeeie ff See ye) 1. Blount, Bertram, Cement, London, 
reer “sivas iecamee fe — Longmans, Green and Co., 1919. 

ee Bes sai “9 2. Le Chalelicr, Hemy, The Constitu- 
i \ onde oA Bag " " tion of Hydraulic Mortars, 1887. 

as | eS Wc ae — f —3.- Portland Cement Association, Cement 
j x 2 a lo wil — es Cal nae ¥ k: a and Concrete Reference Book, 1956— 
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Gite Pca Te | i Wy, ee rita a 4. Portland Cement Association, The 

4 a, mg ee Drama of Cement Making, 1953. 
Portland Cement is used in most highway work including many highway structures. THE END 
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The Hydrofoil 
Its principles and applications 

by Reidar O. Nilsen, C.E.61 

OATS have been used by men engines and reached a speed of ap- ing device instead of using a float. 

B for thousands of years, but proximately 65 knots. The Hydrofoil Corporation of Ann- 

few significant changes have In 1938 a patent was taken out — apolis used a fully submerged hy- 

been made with respect to shape by W. Grunberg in Paris on the — drostatic diaphragm, and Baker 

and speed. principle that a rigid, fully sub- Manufacturing Company, Evans- 

Most ships are of the displace- merged main foil could be acti- ville, Wisconsin, used a projecting 

ment type, which means that their vated to increase or decrease lift ski which activated the main foil 

uplift equals the weight of the wa- by some kind of sensing device, hydraulically. These sensing mech- 

ter displaced. Ocean vessels, such as a fixed, forward projecting anisms will be explained more in 

barges, tugboats and ferries fall float which would anticipate dis- detail later under the heading 

into this category. turbances or changes in height. In “Theory”. Baker Manufacturing 

Planing boats constitute a second contrast to this fully submerged Company also developed a_par- 

category, a typical example being system, we find the partially sub- tially submerged foil system with 

the high speed motorboat. Their merged, self-stabilizing, v-shaped a high angle of dihedral. 

uplift is caused by the pressure of foils, used by Crocco. The more Classification of Systems. Of the 

water against the bottom surface the v-foil is submerged, the more many methods of constructing the 

of the hull. At high velocities plan- uplift is created by the additional hydrofoil boat, two main systems 

ing boats actually skip along the active foil area. This will fluctuate became prevalent: . 

surface; however, substantial en- a little until uplift ultimately equals Face . 
may fe aeeSIt seariisttis ee rest 7 ae lester 1. Hydrofoils, partially sub- 

ergy is still required to overcome the weight of the craft. A variation sed. wath’ self-stabiliving 

the hull friction. In hydrofoil boats of this is the ladder type foil, fon with sel staplZing 

this hull friction is avoided by lift- where active foil area depends on nels cena Tit 

ing the hull entirely out of the wa- the number of “ladder steps” a. — der type (Forlanini, 

ter. The lift is obtained from submerged. 1 <a 1 ; 

narrow “wings” or foils running The largest hydrofoil boat ever > < haped {iene eres 

submerged under the boat. built was the VS-8, launched in pa Schertel-Sachsen- 

Progress. In. Europe, where the Germany in 1942 by Schertel- erg) 

hydrofoil idea originated, Enrico Sachsenberg. It weighed eighty 2. Hydrofoils, fully submerged, 

Forlanini was one of the pioneers. tons, was almost one hundred feet with variable angle of attack 

In 1905 he built a ship weighing long and reached a top speed of to control height 

1.6 tons and claimed to have more than forty knots, This boat a. Linkage type sensor (Hook 

reached a speed of 38 knots on performed satisfactorily in waves & Baker) 

Lake Maggiore in Switzerland. A six feet high and 150 feet long, Un- b. Electric type sensor (Gibbs 

year later, the Italians Crocco and forunately, it was run aground and & Cox) 

Ricaldoni tried out a different type — damaged in 1944 before more per- c. Hydrostatic diaphragm 

of hydrofoil on Lake Braccino in formance data could be obtained. (Hydrofoil Corp. of Ann- 

Italy and reached a speed of 37 During and after the Second apolis ) 

knots, using two 40-hp aircraft en- World War several companies in 

gines on 11/-ton craft. the United States became _ inter- Theory 

In Canada, shortly after World — ested in the hydrofoil. Many of Drag-Thrust Relationship. The 

War I, the well known telephone them concentrated on the Grun- frictional resistance or drag against 

pioneer, Alexander Graham Bell, berg principle and tried to modify a conventional displacement hull 

together with Casey Baldwin, de- the sensing mechanism which con- increases rapidly with each little 

veloped a 5-ton ship, the HD-4. trols the main foil. Gibbs & Cox, increment in speed. To illustrate 

The HD-4 had two 350-hp aircraft | New York, used an electrical sens- the advantages of the hydrofoil 
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i easily see that the hydrofoil itself 
(ved area) is the factor causing 
the greatest resistance, but it is 

2.5 RESISTANCE oF also here that the work is done to 7 CONVENTIONAL Huts keep the boat aloft. The lift is 
250 / “TOTAL HypRoFo ResIsTANcE achieved on the same principle as 
x f that applying to an airplane wing. 
a 1 Air RESISTANCE A typical cross-sectional profile of 
e Ms as RuppeR a foil is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
a /f, i SS STRUT on line A-B is given an angle of two 
a 10 Uy | wWave to five degrees from the direction 
Ps I) of travel, This is called the angle 
hos Y), i Fou. ia of attack or angle of incidence. In 
5 ! the case of an airplane wing, the 
= ; air is split by the air foil at A, and 
Fo ! part of it goes above, part below. 

° 10 20 30 40 The airstream below hits the un- 
VeLocity in Knots der-surface, called the pressure 

. . . oo . side, and forces the foil upwards to Fig. 1. Typical Resistance velocity diagram for a Hydrofoil boat. cause part of the lift, The larger 

share of the lift, however, is caused 
by the air which has to travel the 
long way around, Since it has the 

boat, a typical resistance-velocity economical velocity (Ve) is reached longer way to go, it increases 
diagram is shown in Figure 1, The where minimum thrust is required. speed, From the laws of dynamics 
green, broken line represents the The total resistance curve from this we know that as speed increases, 
resistance against a conventional point climbs gently, and higher ve- pressure drops, This results in a 
hull as the velocity increases, The _locities can therefore be obtained suction which pulls the wing up- 
blue, solid line illustrates the total without too much increase in wards, The top surface is termed 
resistance encountered by the hy- power output. the low pressure side. Since water 
drofoil boat. This overall resistance Foil Consideration. Looking at has a density of approximately 
may be attributed to the many com- the diagram in Figure 1 one can 800 times that of air, the “wings” 
ponent resistance factors as indi- 
cated by the colored sections in the 
diagram. The critical point (Vc), 
insofar as the application of thrust 
power is concerned, is reached TRAILING Epce LEADING EDGE. 
when the hull is still partially sub- 
merged, but at the point of break- Low Pressure Surrace 
ing out of the water. The same 
critical point can be observed in B A 9-5? 
water skiing when the start is made | 
in ae Hae and the slfer is half PRessure Sipe 
way out of the water, Once pas 
this critical stage, the hull alinibs DIRECTION oF TRAVEL | 
out of the water, and the hull re- 
sistance ultimately becomes zero. Coro LENGTH 
Immediately after this, the most Fig. 2. Cross-section of a typical foil. 
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= Reidar O. Nilsen came to the United States from Norway in 
a ee 1956. He worked as a layout draftsman for “Allstate Design and 

J aS a # Development Company” in Milwaukee and saved enough money | 
4 | a to start school the next year. He is married and now lives in 
4 - 7 ' Madison. Mr, Nilsen is a member of the A.S.C.E. and the U. W. 

Se : Sailing Club. Upon graduation he plans to go into consulting 
oo. ——<—" engineering, preferably in the field of hydraulics. ——< | 
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é : trical servo-mechanism to increase 

. . the angle of attack and give the 

: } boat more lift. On the Annapolis 

j hydrofoils, the signal is given by a 

im depth diaphragm, This is a sensi- 

\ tive pressure gage at a certain dis- 

py tance below the hull, and, as the 

a distance between the gage and the 

fl co , water surface increases, a signal is 

7 — given to the foil to increase the 

= lift. Baker Manufacturing Com- 

& i pany has improved the Grunberg 

a = system by using a forward project- 

$j { | ing sensing ski, instead of float, 

\ — which gives an impulse to a hy- 

; Bg draulic servo-mechanism, which in 

ge turn activates the foils. 

/ BZ A simpler way to accomplish 

. apy st longitudinal stability is to have two 

a a sets of v-shaned foils. Longitudinal 

I ILO: stability is complicated in follow- 

| gees \ gg Og ing sea inasmuch as the orbital ve- ee g 
a, LY. locities of the waves decrease the 

po ? relative speed of the hydrofoil with 
e sae ty , cys 

- ae a a consequent loss of lift. On the 

et Ze oe A, : other hand, in head sea the rela- 

‘ag \—-foapnr Ig , tive speed of the hydrofoil in- 

} ‘wees i creases and gives better lift. 

E 7 ab ‘ - Special Problems 

wu . i pra ee ae ae os ssqeosesass 
gus al ° hcg Gomes Se aa Ventilation. Ventilation is a prob- 

— Be ere — iss StS, lem encountered when undesired 

fT ee ae sw ae : air is drawn down along the upper 
see f\ Seto ee Z2 “ap n g PP 

a eee = Te fences Z” . Pi ge =e low pressure, surface of a partially 

See —— submerged, v-shaped foil. One 

a. eo ma i ee eee aoe Peete method used in Europe to solve 

———__ oS ee ill lan this was to place thin strips of 

Courtesy of Baker Mfg. metal chordwise along the foil. 

The Hydrofoil sailboat “Monitor” being tested on Lake Mendota. This ventilation problem is avoided 

in the United States by using high 
angle of dihedral (more than 30 1 g 

‘ : . ‘ degrees ). 
or foils under water receive tre- used is to vary the angle of attack 8 : ) ; : 

mendous lift and can, consequently, of the left and right fully sub- High Speed Cavitation. High 

be built smaller than an airplane merged foils to regain equilibrium. speed — AS caused by the 

wing. On a 24-foot boat the chord Longitudinal Stability. The pitch Be a 0 eee ies ane 

length of the foil would be only angle (angle between longitudinal ubbles along the leading edge anc 

four to five inches and the maxi- and hoxizontal axis) of a hydrofoil upper trailing edge of the foil. This 

mum thickness of the chord would ee a ee aye destroys lift and is an obstacle for 
. aoe boat in head sea is also less than on ‘eachine: the: hich speeds cf 100; 

be approximately one-half inch, samen finns ate TT —-? reaching the high speeds c 
; conventional boats, The longitudi- knots and more. Besides. these 

Transverse Stability. The rolling nal stability is achieved, for exam- bubbles: also: cause eoreasiow And 

or heeling can be as much as + 18 ple, by using one fixed foil aft and pitting on the smooth surfaces of 

degrees from the horizontal plane then changing the angle of attack the foils. At such high speeds one 

on conventional hulls when the on the forward foil. The impulse experiences difficulty in making the 

waves come in from the side, On — for changing this angle can be water follow any curved surface 

trans-oceanie liners this rolling has given in several ways. In the Gibbs without having it burst into haem; 

been somewhat reduced by the use system, an electric sensor pole or ful bubbles . 

of stabilizing fins controlled by a strut projects vertically into the ; . . 

gyro. On a hydrofoil boat the heel water. The higher the water stands Foil Materials. The materials 

angle is reduced to approximately on this strut, as, for example, when used in hydrofoils are mainly stain- 

© 3 degrees. Such transverse  sta- it meets a high wave, the more re- less steel and aluminum, Experi- 

bility can be obtained by using sistance (R) is shorted out, The ments are now going on to find 

two dihedral (v-shaped) foils with consequent increase in electric cur- HHOTE: ICOLNOSIVE resistant metals 

fixed angle of attack, one on each Jon (1 uo jean a with good weight to strength ratios 

side of the boat. Another method on en Fe a BBD LIS HY Gree (Continued on page 52) 
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8,000 Management Opportunities! 
That’s right. There will be 8,000 supervisory jobs filled missile guidance systems and components such as tran- 
from within the Western Electric Company by college sistors, diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at our | 
graduates in just the next ten years! How come? Because manufacturing plants are working to bring new devel- 
there’s the kind of upward movement at Western opments of our associates at Bell Telephone Labora- 
Electric that spells executive opportunity. Young men tories into practical reality. In short, “the sky’s your 
in engineering and other professional work can choose limit” at Western Electric. 
between two paths of advancement—one within their a | oo. | 
own technical field and one within over-all management. Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, , mx civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, 

Your progress up-the-ladder to executive positions liberal arts, and business majors. For more information, 
will be aided by a number of special programs. The get your copy of Sonsider @ Career ot Western Flestrte 

z “ . . mgs — a eae whee: acl au from your Placement icer. Or write College Relations, annual company-wide Personnel survey helps select Revi 6105;. Western’ Electric Company, 195° Broadway, 
management prospects. T us ties in with planned rota- New York 7, N. Y. Be sure to arrange for a Western 
tional development, including transfers between Bell Electric interview when the Bell System team visits 
Companies and experience in a wide variety of fields. your campus. 
Western Electric maintains its own full-time graduate 
engineering training program, seven formal manage- - 
ment courses, and a tuition refund plan for college study. f rn Electri ¢ 

After joining Western Electric, you'll be planning wes @ 
production of a steady stream of communications 
products—electronic switching, carrier, microwave and MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY XU UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Winston-Salem, N. C ; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover. 
Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla. Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill, and 
Attla Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 32 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
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SILICONE WATER REPELLENT offer is the ability to repel water pipe. Pulsations cause the vibration 

One of the largest known appli- eee =e the masonry pores. and wear. To prevent harmful 

catiomy-for a Sileoneamasonry watél ny trapped moisture can escape vibrations and pulsations, each 

et ae cncgin ang’ A . through the exterior surface at the stroke of the compressor and the 
repellent is the treatment of Indi- same time that water from tt . . . . : 
ana. University’s aéw football sta- same time that water from the oui- length of each piece of pipe must 

1i at Bloomin lirdiann. side is being repelled, As a result, be carefully coordinated. 

CURL RE oe mew ; this type of treatment offers ma- Coordinati is the job of the 
Scheduled for completion early this pacer gr . . : sora zon} 4s the job of the 

fall, all seats and walkways of the sonry aero longer life, im- analog. Electrical resistors and 
curved stadium are being made i iestaase. Ta fe ae ae capacitators take the place of each 

from pre-cast concrete sections Indiana University’s ns 3; ue sil piece of pipe in the blueprints. 

treated with a silicone water re- i "rsity $ stactum, a sity Engine speed and the exact rela- 

pellent. for maximum masonry cone vent was selected ta pre- tionship of each component from 

protection. es c ISCO ein of the masonry. one moment to the next must also 

“Thoroclear’, a masonry water ane eerie ene ch a ee be electrically accounted for in the 

repellent containing G-E. silicones agtinst Te eects Ob wealhenns: ann oe . bios 3 & and 

whicly ig produced by Standard mce the machine is set an 

gin wh Conte ry tne se- BOE cee CAGE HELPS turned on, vibration patterns in the 

lected for this particular applica- PROBLEMS proposed piping produce a wave 

tion, This firm, in turn, supplied A unique electronic machine that shape on a panoramic analyzer. 

the repellent to Shute Concrete greatly reduces costly piping alter- Problems can be seen in advance 
Products Co., Inc., of Richmond, ations at compressor stations along and changes in the plans can be 

Indiana, where the concrete beams new natural gas pipe lines is being made before costly construction 

were cast and received a water re- used at Worthington Corporation’s work begins. In the past it was 

pellent treatment. prior to  ship- new research laboratories at the necessary to weld the entire instal- 

ment. As an indication of the size firm’s compressor and engine plant lation together before it was pos- 

of this project, over 15 miles of in Buffalo, New York. sible to test efficiency. 

pre-cast’ concrete sections, using Called an electrical analog, the The Worthington labs study each 

some 6500 gallons of “Thoroclear” Worthington machine is the newest component of the engines and com- 

were required for the stadium, and most advanced of three ana- pressors as well as their overall per- 

While silicone masonry water logs for this purpose in existence. formance in the field. The new 

repellents have been used success- This machine allows Worthington labs, built utilizing existing plant 

fully on private homes and engineers to create electrical cir- space, contain each major type of 

commercial and industrial estab- cuit analogies which accurately industrial engine built by Worth- 

lishments, this represents the first predict machine and system per- ington. Special equipment stands 

time they have been used on a ma- formance, before design and con- are set up for testing components 

sonry structure of this tvpe and struction are finalized, Its use is a and results are then applied to the 

size. special service that benefits Worth- full-scale machines. 

For some. time, silicone-based ington compressor customers. Southwest Research of San An- 

water repellents have been recog- The analog enables engineers to —_ tonio, Texas built the first analog 

nized for their effectiveness in ma- spot in advance vibration patterns in 1955 for the Southern Gas Asso- 

sonry protection, Silicones provide that cut efficiency and cause main- ciation. The natural gas industry 

an invisible protective coating — tenance problems. At the compres- and heavy equipment manufactur- 

which minimizes water penetration sor stations, multiple compressors ers such as Worthington, which 

without altering the original ap- repressurize natural gas being supply machinery to the natural 

pearance of the masonry, One of piped to market areas and dis- gas industry, contributed to the 

the major advantages that silicones charge it back into the main line development. The analog was then 
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made available for use by the par- the output end of the tube. Here — maintain higher temperatures at 
ticipating firms. they release 20,000 or more pho- lower pressures than water. 

However, there is usually a big tons of visible light. Thus, if the One of the unique features of the 
backlog of projects awaiting the light striking the input photosur- heat exchangers is a special sine 
Southwest Research analog, Plans face is in the form of a dim, in- curve put into the Type 304 stain- 
for the analog were also available visible image, the Astracon exactly _ less steel tubes. Each tube—approx- 
to member firms and Worthington reproduces that image on its out- imately 18 feet long, with an 
decided to build its own improved put, only thousands of times outside diameter of 7% inch and an 
analog. The Worthington machine _ brighter. 18 gauge minimum wall thickness— 
went into operation last summer The Astracon achieves the ulti- is bent cold on a specially designed 
before the new laboratories were mate in amplification for now it is machine. 

completed. possible to see individual electrons, The sine curve, a compound 
released at the tubes input. Each curve required of space limitations 

NEAR-PERFECT LIGHT AMPLIFIER electron shows up as a separate and flow direction in the exchanger, 
. flash of light. The only way to in- — accommodates differences in ther- 

A. small electronic tube, devel- crease the Astracon’s remarkable = mal expansion in the tubing. 
oped by scientists at the Westing- sensitivity is to increase the prob- — U-shaped curves are common in 
house research laboratories, reaches ability that an incident photon will heat exchangers utilizing ordinary 
the near ultimate in the ability to yelease an electron from the input fluids. : 
amplify ordinary light. 7 he tube, photosurface. The other unique aspect of these 
known as the Astracon, is so sensi- “ip 3 aye wos 

: ; ra : This remarkable ability to record units is that the tube bundle can 
tive that it makes visible a single 1 s makes the Astrac sel be easily re cd fr its shell 
electron. released at the tube’s in- photons makes the Astracon useful pe easily removed from its shell, 

2 we in many fields of research. In thus facilitating maintenance work. 
put by an individual photon—the astronomy it will increase the effec Most exchanger its i Jean 
smallest unit of quantity of light astronomy it ese ae ene ee feng eee 
that exists, tive size, or light gathering ability, application are of all-welded, inte- 

. . of the largest telescopes. In nuclear gral construction, Therefore they 
The electronic development was physics it will, for the first time, must be cut apart for repair. In 

described by Dr. J. Ww. Coltman, permit the viewing of the tracks of addition to being removable, the 
manager of the electronics and nu- high-energy cosmic rays and other bundles have a gasketed joint 

clear physics department of the particles. Until now there has been which separates the primary from 
W estinghouse research laboratories no practical method for observing secondary sodium fluids, Ten-inch 
in Pittsburgh, Pa. these particles as they flash through long springs act as load members 

The Astracon tube operates upon solid crystals with a feeble glow. for setting and sealing this joint. 
a unique amplifying principle dis- High standards of cleanliness 
covered at the Westinghouse re- STAINLESS STEEL IN HEAT and non-contamination dictate the 
search laboratories five years ago. EXCHANGERS use of stainless steel im nuelewr 

The image of an object, so dim that ; equipment. Its high  strength-to- 
it is invisible to the naked eye, is More than 19 miles of stainless weight ratio also permits use of 
focused by lenses onto a_light- steel tubing will snake through thinner walls, resulting in lower 
sensitive screen, called a photosur- three intermediate sodium heat ex- fabrication costs. 

face, at the input end of the tube. changers being built for ihe Enrico Each of the three heat exchang- 
The individual particles of light, Fermi Atomic Power Plant neat ers is designed to transfer 489 mil- 
or photons, arriving from the scene Detroit to provide electricity to the lion British thermal units per hour 
strike the surface and eject elec- Southeastern Michigan area. at flow rates of 12,500 gallons per 
trons from it. These units are the largest so- minute. In an exchanger, primary | 

Each ejected electron is then ac- dium heat exchangers to be built — sodium coolant flows by gravity 
celerated forward by 2000. volts to date. The shells are 88 inches in from the reactor at a temperature 
and strikes head-on into a thin two- diameter of which 16 inches is of 900 degrees F through the shell 
layer film, only a few millionths of shielding and nearly 31 feet long; side of the unit to the ‘pump from 
an inch thick, The front surface of | one completely-assembled heat ex- which it is returned to the reactor 
the film is aluminum; on its back changer weighs 130,000 pounds. at 600 degrees F. Secondary. so- 
surface is deposited a slightly Cost of the three exchangers has — dium from the steam generator is 
thicker layer of an insulating mate- been estimated at about $1,750,000. pumped at a temperature of 520 

rial, When a high-speed electron Heat is removed from the Fermi degrees F through the downcomer 
crashes into the film, it penetrates nuclear reactor by liquid sodium in the exchanger, and through the 
into the insulator and releases four which circulates through the reac- 1860 bowed tubes where it is | 
or five additional electrons. These tor core and blanket to the heat heated to 820 degrees by the pri- 
are accelerated into a second film, exchanger. A second sodium system mary sodium, It then returns to the 
or dynode, where the electron mul- transfers the heat from the ex- — steam generator. 
tiplication is repeated. changer to a steam generator, pro- Three primary coolant loops and 

By using five such steps, a single ducing steam which turns a turbine three secondary coolant loops will 
electron is multiplied into about directly connected to an electric be connected to one reactor in the 
3000. These are given a final 20,000- generator. Fermi plant. It is scheduled for 
volt boost and are aimed into a Liquid sodium is a desirable heat startup late in 1960. 
thin layer of fluorescent material at transfer. medium because it can (Continued on pase 57) 
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%  G™ _CONVAIR-POMONA offers 
‘ee rf PG) aay 
ee a MS Stance 

—_—" oN, fom, Se . 

- F  * y > > ~ NEW PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, offer excellent 
sf Lr — opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created 

? AxTS the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and 

/ (developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES. 
f |. | Many other, still highly classified programs, 

fF _ stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking 
_ _ scientist and engineer are presently at various stages 

hr of development. 

lr Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced 

f Po . _ - Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates in the fields 
Sg 7 ‘ of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 

i ~~ _- ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the 

errr competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit 

\ errs ] in currently expanding programs. 

\ vo PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT-CONVAIR-POMONA’S 
\ _ oe _ facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned. 

\ i . a You will work with men who have pioneered the missile 
\ i - - _ industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced 

‘ _ a programs in existence. 

ee of . ADVANCED EDUCATION — Tuition refund is provided 
t i |. for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company 
\ a . | sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the 
>. i. finest of educational opportunities. 

_ @ CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower 
i fp | A living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre- 

=_.—l(<iéiéirrSLL ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the 
\ 3 iG _ ultimate in comfort and gracious living. 

‘ Ff \ _ | Contact your placement office immediately fo assure yourself of a 

; | (4 _ campus interview with Convair-Pomona. 
CN» — >» If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript 

X a - to B. L. Dixon, Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept.CM-607 

we Se Pomona, California. 

Convair Division of 

POMONA, CALIFORNIA 
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ELDOR, SOMETIMES | GET THE IDEA AS YOU KNOW, ALBRECHT, HAVE THEY SAID THAT WOULD BE WORKING 

THAT COMPANY RECRUITING REPS ACCEPTED AN ENGINEERING ON NEW UNCHARTED TRAILS 

ARE. EXAGGERATING TO US. DONT POSITION PRIMARILY ON THE THROUGH THE UNIVERSE... .WITH 

YOU FIND \T THUS? BASIS OF AN HONEST, FORTHRIGHT THE ONLY LIMITS THOSE IMPOSED 

PRESENTATION. BY MY IMAGINATION. 

wl 
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| WILL LIVE IN AN ULTRA-MODERN WITH MERELY A DOUBLE GARAGE, THEY TOLD ME EXACTLY WHAT 

ALL ELECTRONIC HOME SNUGGLED ONE OF MY SPORTS JOBS WILL HAVE MY SALARY WOULD BE,AND I'LL 

AMONG THE PINES AT THE EDGE TO SIT OUT IN THE YEAR-ROUND HAVE TO SET ASIDE (TEMPORARILY) 

OF A CRYSTAL BLUE LAKE. PLEASANT WEATHER. MY PLANS FOR AN OCEAN-GOING 

YACHT. 
~ | 

2 yoni 

( Ary rr '\ \ Furthermore, Collins is one of the nation’s leading growth companies, producing for both govern- 

Gg s Or b ment and business. Commercial fields include airline and business aircraft communication and 

5 Z navigation equipment, data transmission, microwave, amateur radio, broadcast and ground com- 

\ i munication equipment. Research, development and manufacturing facilities are located in Cedar 

2 DS & Rapids, Dallas and Burbank. 

my Nes, is Collins likes engineers . . . 20% of its 13,000 employees are engineers. Collins is in the business, 

re \ 4 ya basically, of selling the products of their imaginative thinking. 

os 5 fee Collins would like to discuss your future with you. Write for the free booklet “A | 
‘ Lo : 

io pe z gto Career with Collins” and ask your placement Counselor when the Collins represent- 

4 & eS ative will be on campus. 

AND SO YOU'RE JOINING COLLINS ? COLLINS 
YES, ALBRECHT, SUCH HONESTY AS 

THEIRS SHOULD NOT GO UNREWARDED. CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA «DALLAS, TEXAS)» BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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Subsequent advertisements will define the roles played by these young engineers in the creation of data systems at IBM. 
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The expansion of data systems technology at erate still newer developments. There is virtu- 

IBM continues at a dynamic pace. To maintain _ally unlimited potential, then, in good ideas put 
this pace requires the continual infusion and to work at the right time and in the right place. 

cross-pollination of new and highly original ~The |BM representative will be visiting your 
ideas. These ideas must come from all fields campus soon. He will be glad to discuss with 

including programming, research manufactur- you the many fields at IBM, where ideas receive 
ing, development and marketing. a warm welcome. Your placement office can 
Thus, creativity is the key word at IBM. Itis the arrange an interview. 

prime mover and accelerator of the technologi- 

cal cycle. Out of this cycle come all the new and 

dramatic developments in the many areas of . 

data systems. These developments, in turn, gen- INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 

Or for information about opportunities at IBM, write, outlin- 

ing your background and interests, to: Manager of Technical 

Employment, Dept. 889, |BM Corporation, 590 Madison Ave., 

New York 22, N. Y. 
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KAPPA ETA KAPPA, YOUR Delta chapter's fraternity house be in contact the rest of your life, 

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICAL is located at 204 N. Murray Street —_ professionally and socially. 

ENGINEERING FRATERNITY here at the University of Wiscon- This relationship of men with 

Kone: Eu Kupiie fe at Haitian sin, conveniently near the Wiscon- eran interests also has another 

Electrical Rusinednng frternity sin Union, library, lower campus, a vantage. You have the Oppor- 

: a) ak wanton plaiatave a and the engineering buildings. The tunity to discuss any problems you 
composed of active chapters at members have a variety of social ™ight have with men who have 
various colleges and universities, ae os hg i ‘ v4 teams 3 - had similar problems. Whether you 

alumni associations, and a National me pet - mu me ja oe * P id are in school and the problem a8 

Exceutive Council. It is a service nics, and House parties. Os aun ue academic or whether you are in the 
organization, serving the student, to obtaining a well integrated edu- professional world and the problem 

the school, and the Electrical En- cation, KHK has a regular speakers concerns a decision about 2 new 

gineering profession, program with authorities in such piece of equipment, knowing peo: 

Kappa Eta Kappa is governed fields as law, medicine, religion, ple who have faced the same or 

locally for the most part, as each economics, and engineering. KHK similar problems and who are 

chapter's governing body adminis- is one of the most active fraternities happy to make your problem 

ters its affairs in accordance with in the engineering school and each theirs, is a great asset. 

its own and the national Constitu- semester places men in positions In the field of leadership devel- 

tion and By-laws. The National Ex- of importance to the entire engi- opment, Kappa Eta Kappa offers 

ecutive Council, which is elected neering school. Its men are promi- other advantages. Men with natu- 

each year at the annual convention nent participants in St. Pat's ral leadership traits are encouraged 

of the fraternity, administers the campaigns, ALEE and IRE, Poly- to develop and use these abilities, 

national affairs of the organization — gon Board, EE building tours, and and men whose qualities for lead- 

and supervises the local chapters. the Engineering Exposition. Also, ership have not been tested are 

Membership in Kappa Eta KHK’s pledge training program is given more opportunities to de- 

Kappa, since it is a professional held to a sane and educational velop them. Nearly every fraternity 

fraternity, is limited primarily to level befiting any professional offers the above advantages but in 

electrical engineering students. fraternity. KHK, leadership is directed  to- 

This is further outlined in excerpts Membership in Kappa Eta ward professionalism, service, and 

from the National Constitution. Kappa offers several advantages. integrity. 

Membership in Kappa Eta Kappa The first is the opportunty te de- In summary, Kappa Eta Kappa 

is not in any way affected by asso- velop the ability to meet new peo- has a plan for every man who be- 

ciation with any other fraternity, ple with ease and the second is the comes a member, a plan of living 

social or honorary; in fact, we, of opportunity to make new friends. together that helps men learn how 

Kappa Eta Kappa, are proud of Both of these are offered in any or- to get along with other people, to 

our members who are also mem- ganization but in Kappa Eta Kappa assume leadership naturally, and 

bers of honorary organizations and they have more meaning, for these to accept the social obligations that 
the part they have played in mak- friends are men of your profession every educated person has for the 

ing these organizations what they with whom you have common in- preservation, welfare, and growth 

are, terests and with whom you will of our nation. 
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Men who live and study within The dues are $2.00 for the year Wisconsin is open to students from 
the walls of a Kappa Eta Kappa and one can join at any time. The any branch of engineering, me- 
house leave upon graduation with society provides an opportunity for chanical, electrical, etc. Member- 
qualifications they never could _ the freshmen to meet upper class- ship dues are $4.00 for the entire 
have had without their opportunity — men and gain hints about instruc- — school year. The cost includes 1 opr ) g ) 
of membership in our fraternity. tors and classes, and to meet monthly issues of the SAE Journal I \ ) | 

professors and representatives of mailed direct. Attractive gold and E F v 
A. F. S. industry. green lapel pins are available 

mi . a for 50¢ 
Che American Foundrymen’s So- ; 

” . 2 ° U.W. FLYING CLUB 5 vativities of » senior 
ciety is an organization composed - : : The activities of the senior 
of students interested in the foun- The University of Wisconsin Fly- branch are not exclusively devoted 
dry industry, The meetings are gen- ing Club is looking forward to an- to automobiles as the name Socicty 
erally held on the first or second other busy year. Members now of Automotive Engineers might im- 
Tiesday of the at 7:30 P. have two fine aircraft to use when ply. The entire field of transporta- Tuesday of the month at 7:30 P.M. c ply. 
in the Mining and Metallurgy they want to get away from classes tion by land, sea, and air is covered 
building. . for a while. Last May the club as well as the field of lubrication. 

Mr, Joseph Vinette of’ Evinrude purchased their second Cessna 120, New last year is a job placement 

Motors was the speaker at the last ® two-place, side-by-side, 85 horse- service run free of charge by the 
meeting. He gave a very interest- — POWeT aircraft, senior branch enabling student sec- 

ing talk on “Troubleshooting in the Club members can now use two tion members to find summer engi- 
Outboard Industry” and illustrated different types of radio navigation neering jobs as well as permanent 

his point by showing some crank- systems = crosszcountty trips. One positions. 
shafts cast at Evinrude, After the plane - equipped with ave Some highlights of last vear were 
talk Professor R. W. Heine invited cee aes A ao. te Mee het the two compact car lectures on 
any interested members to go along ne: “OLNEY as a tl (low | re- the Falcon and Corvair, the field 
on a field trip to Grede Foundries py radio fOr navigation ane trip to the American Motor’s prov- 

« y OF or S = Te = A : te 
in Reedsburg. About fifteen mem- oe  beame, a oO ate ing ground at Burlington, Wis., and 
bers subsequently made the trip. rind an i: i fnes 1 ood ane the annual picnic where four com- 

Following the meeting refresh- tenna to establish hxes on broadcast pact cars were borrowed from lo- 
stations. Both planes have VHF al dealers for members ta drive ments were served. transmitters for communication Cal dealers for members to drive. 
ath wines Or ¢ 51 . 1 Free beer and chips were served 

Al. CH. E. wal alRpant pees Wet ee at all the meetings of course, At 
. airways control centers. Clvd Beas: some of the meetings a supply of 
The A.L.Ch. E. welcomes back ley, a physics instructor, flew one SAE technical papers was passed 

the old timers’ and extends a spe- “ the Cessna - n New Orleans out frse-46 members with ho limit 
cial welcome to those new on the ast May on a five-day trip and re- to the mumber an. individual could 

U. W. scene. The American Insti- ported excellent reception by the have 
tute of Chemical Engineers is a LF receiver. A , the thines in the works 

student branch which eventually Since last May the club’s planes for this vem a aa His 
leads to the professional organiza- have been based at Truax Field. OF tis year’ is an & Mr 

5 s é - te z to the General Motors Proving 
tion. The chemical engineer who Since two-way radio is required at : ae ad : 
2 Roce, ELA Grounds at Milford, Michigan. It is 
joins as a student can defray some Truax Field, members have be- q oe 0 ae 

. Pes wee . Memes a. . still not definite, pending the ap- of the costs of joining the profes- come thoroughly familiar with air roval of CG. M. officials and. the 
sional society after graduation. traffic control procedures. Our pres- POV aj Ny Ones _ 

~ Se ee faculty. The compact car lobby dis- The program for the vear has not ent locations also means that op- 4 I ‘a 
DIOBH 5 Pee apiece ‘i scoueeatan dlavs last semester were an activity been completely formulated. How. erations will not be restricted pa ° 7 

I 7 BEG, at Owe : : . of the SAE and more are planned 
ever, it will include the following. during winter and spring months feerthis: Fear 
Meetings will be held once a month because of poor runway conditions. Be pet : oa 

with a program which will include Currently the club has forty ac- Further information on the SAE 
cither a speaker or a movie, fol- tive members, including five fac-  C@? be obtained by contacting any 
lowed by beer and chips, The ulty members, Most are student of the officers, a list of whom is on 

speakers are representative of the Dilots, with about ten members the SAE bulletin board in the MIE 

various jobs to which a chemical holding either commercial or pri- building lobby. 
engineer may be assigned. Any vate pilot ratings. Meetings are 

person who is indefinite about a held usually the second Tuesday TRIANGLE FRATERNITY 

career in chemical engineering may of every month in the Union, In- Triangle, carries on a social pro- 
| find the kind of opportunities terested students, faculty members, gram which is adjusted to the 
, which he is looking for and thus or University personnel are invited spare time of its engineering mem- 

set his goals as a chemical engineer, to, attend. Tf you have questions hers, Parties are held after football 
A picnic is also planned for the call Dave Hotchkiss at Al 5-6438, games and approximately every 

spring. Something new which is two weeks thereafter, Extracurricu- 
pending this year is a banquet in SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE lar activities include participation 
connection with the St. Pat’s Dance. ENGINEERS in volleyball, football, softball, bas- 

It will depend upon the participa- The student section of the So- ketball, and bowling, membership ‘ Pp E E I s ‘ . 
tion in the society. ciety of Automotive Engineers at (Continued on page 50) 
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Facts about chemical industry ei 

important to your future career ces! 

Did you know that the chemical industry has grown at a rate of about [ T ciacnnaanaa 4 : | 

10% per year since 1929, as compared with only 3% for the econ- le es | ou “ ly 

omy as a whole? It's a fact! And there's every reason to believe that le i | > : +e _ 

this favorable growth rate will continue. i | a 5 

For the graduating chemist or chemical engineer, this spells oppor- a " a _ A — . 4 

tunity. Opportunity to grow with a growing industry. if ov | i a - 

Allied Chemical, for example, now produces more than 3,000 diver- : 2 ar a 
c 

sified chemicals at over 100 plants throughout the country. Many of i) oe 

these products are basic—used in volume by almost every industry. es 

Allied is at the heart of the nation’s economy and looks forward . aif 

to tinued growth and stability. Os continued grow! n y. a a a 

Ask our interviewer about career opportunities at Allied when he — 

next visits your campus. Your placement office can give you the date . _ 

and supply you with a copy of “Your Future in Allied Chemical.” : A _ 

Allied Chemical Corporation, Department 106-R1, 61 Broadway, - . 

New York 6, New York. 

y a - te 7 soe 
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DIVISIONS: llied 
BARRETT * GENERAL CHEMICAL 

INTERNATIONAL * NATIONAL ANILINE r 
NITROGEN ¢ PLASTICS AND I 

COAL CHEMICALS * SEMET-SOLVAY 
SOLVAY PROCESS 

BASIC TO AMERICA’S PROGRESS 
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i 1 L oe a OAT RAYTHEON... 
: IN i )) Scientific imagination focuses on... 

Pp rrr re ae RADAR... INFRARED ... MISSILE SYSTEMS 
“es “oe Aaa 
a h vd ie > ie . » COMMUNICATIONS & DATA PROCESSING 

ei AS = ey I > Vlas +. MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS ... SOLID STATE 

i. | AN we a Be ee, ~ ++ SONAR... ELECTRON TUBE TECHNOLOGY 
Ee TA ‘ MOC cn 

{ vq tn ‘y Be : Sh A ee Positions designed to challenge your scientific 
ee ey by Sy NLA \ a me imagination are offered by Raytheon Company to 
. he eae PN Sag “ \ r if exceptional graduates (Bachelor or advanced degree) 
Ope has : ANY GE. . : 7 / aft : Reo f= ~ iA . (3 in EE, ME, physics or mathematics. These assignments 

{ , rps X x: = i ; ec an th h a ae include research, systems, development, design and 
ee ee SS > A ie Na “<3, Production of a wide variety of products for 

eo. Lp ge {\! | am “Not commercial and military markets. 
i taseat Tey oS gy | . Ws 

i AL? | y de \ Ada, [pean Facilities are located in New England, 
o ao aa A (SO 08 California and the South. 

4 * Te ct ASS , ee For further information, visit your 

” ae SZ aoe \ placement director, obtain a copy of 
7 » sil ' lh i EES S . = SSS Raytheon ...and your Professional 
Pip iH \ i aK NN > Se Future”, and arrange for an on-campus 
| pn BS bof lok x See interview. Or you may write directly to 
er OSS ee SS. eo i -College Relati be I Po Hel = al =P Ss Mr. J. B. Whitla, Manager Co lege Relations, 

oo. ay NA RE ee iW, aa A 1360 Soldiers Field Road, Brighton 36, Mass. 
i, te TE FS ae i és _ sae as ys %s 4 ant 
ek Cine ee os os hn a 

sf Cee eg a6 Lao Meee | 

Fw ee Ww a Fh se 
Dog / lf OO 
Pe ANCA Ve age oe. Excellence in Electronics 
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Powder Metals diffusion between particles. Sinter- sharp tools prevent the closing of 

ae ing times are determined by the the metal pores which would re- 
(Continued from page 15) whe an 

composition of the powder and the duce the self-lubricating property 

Modern briquetting techniques properties desired. of the part. Coolants are very im- 

require briquetting pressures in the Sintering produces a metal struc- portant in the machining operation. 

range of 40,000 to 80,000 psi with ture that is similar to a sponge. Water or cutting oils are not ree- 

30,000 psi being the lowest limit This type of structure contains ap- ommended since they cannot be 
for briquetting and 200,000 psi be- proximately 20 per cent void space, removed easily from the porous 

ing the upper limit. To obtain the and it imparts the chief character- structure and cause internal corro- 

briquetting pressures, three types istics of powdered metal parts— sion to the part. Volatile coolants 

of presses are used: (1) mechani- self-lubrication, low coefficient of like | carbon tetrachloride are used 

cal, (2) hydraulic, and (3) me- friction, and minimum wear. during machining since they can 

chanical-hydraulic. Sintering is accomplished in be removed by heating the part 

Mechanical presses usually oper- high volume, continuous furnaces. after the machining operauon., 

ate in the lower pressure ranges Because of the large exposed areas Where self-lubricating properties | 

and utilize their fast action for high of the briquettes, the sintering fur- are desired, the parts are impreg- 

production rates in the range of 40 naces contain controlled _atmos- nated with oil, grease, wax, or 

parts per minute, The mechanical pheres for protection against other lubricating materials. In the 

press operates to a certain stroke oxidation and other chemical re- process, the parts are placed in 

length and thus produces a part of actions. tanks of lubricants heated approxi- 

uniform volume. Capacity ratings mately to 200°F, The porous struc- 

for these presses are in the range | ture is completely impregnated 

of 150 tons. Additional Finishing Operations after a period of 10 to 20 minutes. 

Hydraulic presses are not noted Many parts may be used directly The pesca i Seen = 

for their speed, but for the high after the sintering operation, but if pat py” tng 2p! ary, action o ule 

pressures they can develop. Unlike surfaces or metal structures are de- POESS. until external PESSUEG OF 

mechanical presses, the hydraulic sired which could not be obtained he a Soin Cag ab Es 

press operates to a set pressure by briquetting additional finishing ae “filte ‘ f sintered parts by 

and, therefore, the hydraulic press operations must follow. These op- n bration ° sintered parts 9 
produces a part of uniform density. erations include coining and sizing, a lower: melting point metal ane 

The capacity of these presses range machining, impregnation and infil- creases rn pee a ae pee Sie 

from 150 to 5,000 tons while pro- tration, plating, or heat treatment. proves tne we the 3 aS Oe 8 ile 
ducing only 10 parts per minute. When a part is required to be part, improves the anti-friction 

Mechanical-hydraulic presses dimensionally correct the sintering Draperies F die par, tet ak’ Fhe 
combine the features of both me- operation ix’ Followed. by. ‘a sizing the strength and ductility of the 

chanical and hydraulic equipment. 6 seration In this 6 seration ‘the part. The infiltration process: may, 

Production rates are around 20 E t is 1: ed i So Ee hicl . either come after the pre-sintering 

parts per minute. Jedi Is placed’ in a ue wae AS operation or after the full sintering 

designed to meet the required tol- of the part. For this process, the 

Pre-Sintering erances, and it ‘s repressed, / infiltrant metal is pressed into the 

When a density increase is de- form of rings or slugs which are 

Pre-sintering is done before the sired to improve the strength char- placed on the briquettes. The size 

final sintering for many parts. This acteristics of the part, a coining of these forms is calculated to pro- 

is done in the sintering furnaces operation is used. In this operation, vide the proper amount of infiltrant 

at temperatures below the final sin- the part is repressed in a die to to fill the voids in the part. With 

tering temperature in order to in- reduce the void space of the part the infiltrant form in place, the bri- 

crease the strength of the briquette to the proper proportions. After the quettes are placed in the sintering 

for handling or to remove lubri- pressing, the part is usually resin- furnaces and heated to a tempera- 

cants or binders added to the tered for stress relieving. ture slightly above the melting 

powders during the blending In many cases, the sizing and point of the infiltrant. By using the 

operation. coining operations are combined in proper temperature and time, the 

oo, the same die. infiltrant will diffuse throughout 

Sintering A machining operation must fol- the porous structure of the part. 

Sintering is the operation where low sintering for parts that require Plating of powdered metal parts 

the powdered metal part gains its surfaces or shapes which cannot is done to provide a pleasing ap- 

strength and properties. To accom- be pressed. Such surfaces are pearance or provide corrosion re- 

plish this, the briquettes are heated grooves, threads, undercuts, and sistance. Procedures for plating 

toa temperature below the melting —_ tapped_holes. Because of the por- powdered metal parts are quite 

point for a pure powder or to a osity of powdered metal parts, the different than those used for 

temperature below the melting — machinability is generally consid- wrought metals due to the porosity 

point of the major part of a mix- ered poor, but if dead-sharp tungs- of the metal structure. Any electro- 

ture, By keeping the part at the tun carbide tools are used along lyte which is entrapped in the por- 

right temperature for a proper pe- with high speeds and fine feeds, ous structure will cause internal 

riod of time, bonding of the parti- the machining of powdered metal corrosion which will lead to failure 

cles is accomplished by atomic parts is no problem. The dead- (Continued on page 42) 
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Forthcoming space exploration controls, and air conditioning and pressurization 
will require exotic fuels and new concepts in systems for conventional aircraft and advanced 

energy conversion to keep men alive and equip- flight vehicles. 

ment operating for long periods of time beyond Such diversity of interest not only makes work 

the earth’s atmosphere. Advanced hydrogen sys- more interesting at Garrett, but gives the engineer 
tems recently developed by The Garrett Corpora- an opportunity to increase his knowledge and 
tion have solved this problem of providing the chances for responsibility and advancement. 

electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power, plus An orientation program lasting a period of 

cooling and heating required aboard a satellite or months is also available for the newly graduated 

space capsule during launching, outer space flight engineer, working on assignments with experi- 

and re-entry. enced engineers in laboratory, preliminary design 
Besides such spacecraft and missile systems, and development projects. In this way his most 

other product areas in which Garrett engineers profitable area of interest can be found. 

work include small gas turbine engines, flight Should you be interested in a career with The 
data systems for air and underwater use, nuclear Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

and solar power systems, cryogenic systems and in Los Angeles. 

THE > CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems and Components for: AlRCRAFT, MISSILE, SPACECRAFT, ELECTRONIC, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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( 6 \ This book is the fourth in a series Ludlum Steel Corporation, devel- 

on welded bridge design published opers of these materials. 

by the Lincoln Foundation. All are The 24-page booklet gives de- 

available from the James F. Lin- tailed information on the steels as 

«% p com Are Welding Foundation, to their mechanical and physical 

Vea =— Cleveland 17, Ohio. properties at various temperatures. 
Also included are sections on heat 

MOTOR SELECTION AND treating, fabrication, including 

APPLICATION forming, forging, welding, brazing, 

WELDED INTERSTATE HIGHWAY By Charles C. Libby and machining. Numerous tani. 

BRIDGES Published by McGraw-Hill giving detailed data are included. 

, ; | , a . . While most of the current pro- 

The James F ginceln Same Foundation Charles C. Libby, Electrical di- duction of these two steels goes 

eee eS vision, Fairbanks, Morse & Co., lo- into the aircraft and missile fields, 
269 pages. $2.00 cated at Freeport, Illinois, is the both AM-350 and AM-355 can be 

The James F. Lincoln Are Weld- author of a new book entitled “Mo- used for other applications, includ- 

ing Foundation has published a '", Selection and Application, ing flat and coiled springs, corro- 

new book of welded bridge designs which deals with motor selection for sion resistant fasteners, dental and 

which comprise a review of cur- specific industrial services in terms surgical equipment, saws and saw 

rent practice on the Defense and of load characteristics, SETVICG EGe blades, piston rings, glass molds, 

Interstate Highway System, The — dtirements, space limitations, duty and pump and camera parts. 

designs, recipients of awards in the cycle requirements, and safety. A copy of the booklet can be 

Lincoln Foundation’s recent design Mr. Libby has organized and obtained by writing to the Ad- 

competition, are reviewed with condensed a wealth of information vertising department, Allegheny 

written discussions and drawings without involving the reader in ad- Ludlum Steel Corporation, OI- 

abstracted by the editor, James vanced mathematics or electrical iver Building, Pittsburgh 22, 

Clark, from the author's original theory, This book was commis- Pennsylvania. 

comments and drawings, Fourteen Sioned in 1957 to fill the need for 
designs are presented in sufficient = @ electrical engineering text for HANDBOOK OF FILTRATION 

detail to cover all of the significant mechanical, civil, industrial, and The Eaton-Dikeman Company 
aspects of each, The types of de- chemical engineers, It is also ex- Mount Holly Springs, Pa. 
signs reviewed include examples of pected to provide reference mate- 124 pages. $2.50 

ont Sf ef cantilever rial for plant managers, mechanical ' , 2 continuous, simple and cantilever ; DI en gi ye This handbook is the first known 

plate girders; two-hinge and three- designers, or students to whom mo- : a 
. > ae ee . ae text devoted exclusively to the sub- 

hinge arches; conventional and or- tor selection rather than design is : : ~ . 
ve : £ atined arate ject of paper filtration. It is de- 

thotropic plate box girders; and of prime importance. : . : 
: signed for use as a college reference 

double leaves bascule. 200 of the book and for use by laboratory 

269 pages are drawings and photo- BOOKLET ON AIRCRAFT STEELS sal ‘ane d - ocess engineers 
sraphs, bound with a hard. board : technicians and process engineers. 

8 a A tha hard, poi rd, By Allegheny judom steel Corporation A non-commercial manual, it sum- 

gold. stamped cover. fitdenoh 43. ee marizes data acquired over many 

_The book will be helpful to de- a ; years by the technical staff of its 
signers planning highway struc- A new booklet on the aircraft publisher. In several chapters, not- 
tures and will be a considerable aid steels AM-350 and AM-355 is now ably those on retention and _per- 
in reducing costs. being distributed by Allegheny (Continued on page 55) 
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Why college men fa) fap 

with DuPont /ae® 

Every year, several hundred new college graduates choose ” rey | it | " 
Du Pont. Many Masters and Ph.D.’s do, too. / aga ie Vo ak i 

From time to time we learn from recent graduates the A loge o [4 re 
factors which led to their decision to join this company. They nh es ‘eae kk a 7° Pe 
cite more than half a dozen reasons. Here are four of the most | Veg . _ .. il 
important: 45 ie 4 id a) 

OPPORTUNITY AND RECOGNITION | a M \ | 

They were aware that college-trained beginners eas a Wo. - | 
go right to work with men who have achieved. pee ee a “i <i 

For example, research chemists work with individuals who’ve co i ‘ es | 1 
done successful research. New engineers work with pros, some of : i ees 
whom have designed new plants, or devised new manufacturing bee = ; 
methods, or distinguished themselves in some other way. And other | ‘ —- ; _ 
graduates, with B.A. or M.B.A. degrees, go to work with leaders ” eet ee ye | 
who've been successful in Sales or Advertising or Treasurer’s, or me | i >. ty ay 
another of Du Pont’s many departments. 5 | k at “ a | 

They had been told—and rightly—that Du Pont rewards indi- i -m | yy yin 
vidual achievement. And they were eager to start achieving. . Je AeA Ne 

Oe a 
RESEARCH CREATES NEW PRODUCTS; aon o y _ Ss 
NEW PRODUCTS CREATE NEW JOBS | . ec ss 

Men like working for a company that believes in ee f ue. (Pel hi 
research, enough to invest in it...$90 million a year! > . |S a, a 

The fact is that important new products come from Du Pont . a iy p* (a, “ike %) 
laboratories and go to Du Pont manufacturing plants with frequency. i 7 / es 

Here are but a few since World War II: “Orlon’”* acrylic fiber a i i 
followed nylon (soon after the war). Then came “Dacron”* poly- a / 
ester fiber, “Mylar”* polyester film, “Lucite”* acrylic lacquer and wae cs é 
“Delrin” * acetal resin. ag can) ei 

These, and many others, have created thousands of new jobs...in \ J oe i 2 
research, manufacturing, sales . . . in fact, in all Du Pont departments. \ Ns 

> ie 

DU PONT BACKS EMPLOYEES WITH HUGE INVESTMENT a 
New graduates feel that every facility is provided for doing the job well. es eT, By, 

Last year, Du Pont’s operating investment per employee was v4 Ve 
$32,500. Since much of this was expended to provide the most PAu 4 
modern and best of equipment to work with, it further increases iA] a 
the chance for individual achievement. ' | q. Y 

This applies t in lab, plant and office. ek eS | be iG is applies to men Pp an : i my mh - , u 

DUPONT PROVIDES STEADY EMPLOYMENT ~—aie, ly fe | 
Career seekers appreciate the importance of security. : : 2 

Today, the average annual turnover rate at DuPont is less | . , A bd 
than one-third that of industry nationally. a - y 4 ‘ 

These, and many other reasons, draw new talent to Du Pont each year. ee : =. & a g i ‘ 
Prospective graduates, M.S.’s and Ph.D.’s interested in learning ‘ > « i , eck 

more about job opportunities at Du Pont are urged to see their Place- c - 4 Pes 
ment Counselor, or to write direct to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. a CY i. 
(Inc.). They should tell us the course they are majoring in so we can _*< 4 > i , 
send literature that is most appropriate. .—hC(C(ee™?Fh  hUhmUmUmUMU i 

GU POND BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY | gh x i Bot 
oA ad @ Ton T ror +* REGISTERED DU PONT TRADEMARK .... F >. e 
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Powder Metals to the furnace atmosphere. Heat 3. Parts can be produced with 

treatment is carried out in the same properties that cannot be ob- 

(Continued from page 38) furnaces used for the sintering tained by any other process 

‘ operation. by blending various metal 

of the part. Porosity must be elimi- powders and non-metal 
nated, Prior to plating, the part ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAN- powders. 
may be infiltrated with another TAGES OF THE POWDERED 4, Good control of purity and 
metal or impregnated with a suit- METALS PROCESS porosity in the parts can be 

able plastic resin. After the porosity obtained by the powdered 

is climinated, the usual plating pro- A comparison between the pow- metals process. 
cedures for wrought metals may be dered metals process and other 

followed. : manufacturing processes is difficult The disadvantages of the pow- 

Powdered metal parts are heat to make without a comparison of dered metals process may be listed 

treated to improve grain structure the type of parts to be made. How- as follows: 

and improve strength and hard- CY several general advantages 1. Parts with very complex de- 
ness. All conventional methods of and disadvantages may be stated. signs cannot be made without 

heat treatment that can be used The advantages of the powdered difficulty. 
for wrought metals may be also Metals process may be listed as 2. Since the initial cost of proc- 
used for powdered metal parts. follows: ess equipment is high, only 
Care must be given to several steps 1. High production rates with high volume production is fi- 

of this process. Since porosity de- low scrap loss can be obtained nancially practical. 
creases the heat conductivity of the due to the elimination of ma- 3. The physical properties of 
part, longer heating periods are re- chining operations and by powdered metal parts are 
quired while shorter periods for the use of only the proper lower than wrought parts due 
quenching are required to produce amount of metal powder for to the perosity in the parts. 

good results. Heat treatment must the part. 4, Material costs are higher than 

be carried out in controlled atmos- 2. Close tolerances can be ob- wrought metals because of the 
pheres to prevent oxidation due to tained by sizing and coining costly methods of powder 
the large areas of the parts open operations. manufacture. THE END 

5 . 

What’s been done with new DEEP STRENGTH 
. 

Asphalt Pavement in Upstate New York 
. 

could be important to your future 

If your career is Civil Engineering | Advanced Design DEEPSTRENGTH 

THIS IS DEEP STRENGTH you owe it to your future to know Asphalt pavement helped solve the 

~~ what’s happening in Asphalt pave- problem. (See diagram.) 

Siti Real Bs : ment design. To know more about the new Ad- 

concrete surface Pe Ae Take Interstate Highway #81 near vanced Design Criteria for heavy- 

aa eae ‘i Watertown, New York, for instance. duty Asphalt pavements and how they 

3.inch Asphalt ae Here, in an area where frost depth are responsible for the most durable 

farecoriss We Wate OT es goes to 48 inches and the soil is and economical heavy-duty pavements 

ainen cove | < Te Spa boulder-strewn glacial till, engineers known, send for free student portfolio 

course of broken . Raa Coa had to find a way to stop heaving and on Asphalt Technology and Construc- 

“ p Sea eg Proce subsequent pavement failure. New _ tion. Prepare now for your future. 
, Me See 

sat soose yar y ce ayer THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE 
éinen E cum ne 3 ede aa Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland 

lt sn Br id, a. ay ia Ribbons of velvet smoothness... 

course, a a aes Pe A 204 ASPHALT-paved Interstate Highways 
co Ne ee ne Pon nn 

cee a ; on Ms A Ae GSS | Gentlemen: Please send me your free student portfolio 

pavement grado |] gags ey Leaulcls LM ld on Asphalt Technology and Construction. 
in cuts—tocally [EG Ge ee ee a eS 

available back fill tS ' ee a ae 2 vi | NAME. i OG ee 

material — er a ae | compacted with Sf ay ae ADDRESS. a ree 
oe ee a S | compactor. a oo ORR STATE es 

MR 
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B 1 oron-l0 vs. brain tumors e 

Physicians and scientists working in narily turns out about three pounds How would you meet such chal- 
cancer research at Brookhaven National during a 24-hour work day. Separation lenges? Some problems, of course, were 
Laboratory, Upton, N. Y., are probing of the isotope takes place in what is unique and demanded ingenuity of a 
the use of Boron-10 isotope in treating described as “the world’s most efficient high order. But answers to most, 90% 
a common type of brain tumor (glio- _ fractionating system.” In 350 feet of | or more, could be found in the vast 
blastoma multiforme). total height, six series-connected Monel* “experience bank” maintained by Inco 

Results of this therapy are so encour- _ nickel-copper alloy columns enrich a ... some 300,000 indexed and cross- 
aging that Brookhaven and at least two _ complex containing 18.8% Boron-10 iso- referenced reports of metal perform- 
other institutions are constructing addi- _ tope to one containing 92% Boron-10. ance under all manner of conditions. 

tional nuclear reactors used in this Purification. To purify the 92% con. Make a mental note: (1) that The 

therapeutic venture. a * ations icke 2 is a ric P centrate, a whole series of complicated International Nickel Company is a rich 

The method. In a technique known as processing steps are needed... includ- Source of information on high-tempera- 

Neutron Capture Therapy, the patient ing deep freeze. Columns, reboilers, ture and corrosion-resisting alloys; (2) 

receives an injection of a Boron-10 com- _ condensers, vessels, pumps, and piping that Inco makes this experience avail- 

pound. Cancerous tissue absorbs most abound—each a constant challenge... able to you. ©1960, Inco 

of the neutrons. both to the metal and to those concerned The International Nickel Company, Inc. 
In the split second that the Boron-10 — with equipment design and operation. New York 5, N. Y. 

becomes radioactive, it produces short- 

ranged alpha particles which destroy A * ‘ 

cancerous tissue with a minimum of AKico, International Nickel 

damage to healthy tissue. 

Produci he is b is fi The International Nickel Company, Inc.. is the U. S. Affiliate of the International Nickel Company 
roducing the isotope. The plant fur- —_o¢ Canada, Limited — producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, 

nishing Boron-10 to Brookhaven ordi- Sulfur, and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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) aes ee, : to its influence for twelve hours, 

+ a = a z : j the salt being a part of the time 
| =e : ~~ a 4 — <a in direct sun light. A new Edison 

ae) al 18 nn screen of calcium-tungstate has 

F cc ia i i Alb 5 been obtained with which better 
Sl i oe mee — & Pee results in reflection are expected. 

so | io Pag pac i They are now engaged on the dif- 
|) , a a) > pe i fraction of the rays. 

ae 9 i ee me tele: ~ Ee Oe 
ore yume m | pb, ¥ e I Al\ iy A COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE 

1) ie a be ry apt RS b 

ed ey oa ie Ver ry July, 1897 , a. 'y Mle . | Saag - yi, 
st Ns ia Should the university have a 

0 i 4 f Vv course in architecture? After talk- 
= ; ; pa. ing with several architects and 

dh wy ’ L2 with some of the university profes- 
: — me oe = L sors, we have decided that the uni- 

a versity should have a_ school of 
‘ i — architecture but not for several 

Be / A at years to come. There are good 

' | so schools at Cornell, Columbia, Bos- 
[on ss zu ton Tech., and Illinois, also at sev- 

Mechanical Drawing Class 1896. eral other institutions of learning. 
The large number of poor, un- 

June, 1896 when the direct radiation of the schooled architects practicing the 
tube was entirely cut off, With a profession is a good indication that 

ROFESSORS Snow and Aus- plain metal mirror behind the tube there is room for a still larger num- 
P:: of the Physics Department instead of the parabolic, no evi- ber of educated men, The College 

have been doing much success- dence of reflection great enough to of Engineering offers a splendid 
ful work with the “X” rays. Since excite the screen was found, This opportunity for the architectural 

the early experiments in the gen- may perhaps be taken as an indi- student to study engineering prin- 
eral line now so familiar to all, in cation that the reflection is at least ciples. The architect of today is 
which many fine negatives of spe- in part regular. Unsuccessful at- becoming more and more an engi- 
cial value were obtained, they — tempts have been made to repeat Neer, as is shown by the work on 
have been investigating along the the experiments described by Becq- modern business blocks and other 

line of the rays. Besides the reflec- uerel (Comptes rendus, March 2, _ large buildings, where it is often 
tion through tubes and from pieces 1896) on some invisible radiation the case that nearly the entire 
of metal placed behind photo- — given out by fluorescent substances, structure is planned by the engi- 
graphic plates, experiments have which are capable of traversing  neer who turns his work over to 
been tried with the Crookes’ tube bodies opaque to ordinary light. _ the artist to make it pleasing to the 
placed in the focus of a parabolic | Though these experiments have eye. 
reflector from a locomotive head- been amply verified elsewhere, the In residence work, however, it is 
light. The fluorescent screen results here have been negative. more a question of art than of engi- 
glowed faintly but certainly, when The salt used was uranium nitrate. neering, and the student of archi- 
placed in front of the reflector A photographic plate was exposed tecture should be educated in an 
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atmosphere of art to be successful with a second conveyor to carry years has given rise to a problem 
from a decorative standpoint. Mad- the excess fuel back to the hopper which is still unsolved, that is, a 
ison is lacking here and this is a outlet, thus providing a constant — reliable method of electroplating 

great drawback to the student of stream of fuel over the inlet valve. on aluminum. There are various 
architecture. While it is possible to. The speed of the conveyors is reasons that make the solution of 
make inspection trips to art centers such that the fuel is kept well the problem of general commercial 
as do the engineers to engineering mixed with air. The fuel valve is interest. It is often desirable to 
Centers; still the inspection trip aS the most ingenious part of the protect aluminum from mechan- of more importance to the architect idle 1 < Ie wonsists of 4 es ne | a ss 

A whole layout. consists of a ical wear by a coating of some and should be almost continuous double valve. with an outlet to the hard ? anng 
if he intends to specialize in the air srovided for insurin ¥ no more tare er metal, sometimes thy corre more«artistie line of work yan ohn oeohecie woes . me sion which occurs under certain 

Considering the question from a , é stioa charabe i in th if l conditions must be prevented, and 
the financial standpoint we are not <0" he injected lean liane occasionally a plating of some 
yet ready to establish such a 2% '©,0& imlected. into an auxiliary = aore beautiful metal would add 
ee ae chamber connecting with the clear- 3 . 
course. We must first have an en- : materially to the saleable quality 
gineering building and let it be one gba’ of the engine. The “of the manufactured articles, Then 
made large enough to accommo- ton desenibed, eel the closing: a too, the process Tener - spot 
date a school of architecture when Eee woslied! ggont to the atmosphere, weldin i sends b > used ni hin the ‘tints for its éétablishment followed by the injection of fuel to = “© c ‘ © use on alum- 
marian sees the auxiliary chamber, takes place uM, but could an adherent plat- 
SELES during the suction stroke of the ing of some other metal be given 

(Editor’s note—63 years have gone by, engine, and the entire fuel valve is to aluminum, this method of weld- 
4 englacoring, beildings have been built, closed when compression begins. ing could be readily employed. 
have to me an mene ey we going to Just before head end dead-center While it is easy to deposit co- 

on the compression stroke, a fuel herent films of various metals on 

valve injects a minute quantity of aluminum by the electric current, 
COAL DUST ENGINES fuel oil into the auxiliary chamber, these deposits do not adhere well to 

1929 and at the same time an air valve the underlying metal, but blister or 
is opened and the mixture of coal eased i en: oe 

. a . pane ee : . strip off, either in the process of 
The successful operation of the and oil is injected into the cylinder lishing 6 in Subsequent WSé 

Pawlifowski powdered coal engine proper by the air blast. The igni- re is ung orm _ psemient i ; 

proves that Doctor Diesel’s original _ tion of the oil insures the ignition us action is SO) Shaniclenisiic ° 
patent on the internal combustion __ of the coal charge. The combustion all electro-deposition on aluminum 

engine was sound, even though he proceeds as in the oil Diesel, and that one method of preparing thin 
was forced to turn to oil for satis- the piston moves on the power sheets of various metals is to elec- 

factory operation. That the two en- stroke. At approximately bottom  tro-plate the metal on an alum- 
gines now using coal dust at Gor-  dead-center, the hot gas ports to inum cathode, and strip off the 

litz, Germany, are beyond the ex- the coal drier are opened, and air sheet when it has attained the de- 
perimental stage is attested by from a scavenging pump is directed sired thickness. The cause of this 
impartial American engineers who across the piston to clear it of ash. poor adhesion is a film, generally 
have seen the machines in action. It has been found that this scour- considered to be the oxide, on the 
The original unit was a single cyl- ing is not needed, and that ash is surface of the metal, and in the 
inder machine, 16.5 inches by 25 kept off the piston through the use _ preparation of the aluminum for re- 
inches and rated at 80 horsepower. of more lubricating oil which is ceiving the deposit especial atten- 
To this has been added a three later reclaimed. On the exhaust tion is usually given to securing 
cylinder unit of 180 horsepower _ stroke air is blown through a port — the removal of the film. Another 
capacity. In operation of the en- higher in the cylinder to scour the factor, not generally mentioned, 
gine, coal is fed into a hopper ash off the piston and force it but which the writer believes con- 
which is heated by the exhaust through the exhaust ports. The _ tributes to poor adhesion on alum- 
gases to dry the coal. From the — success of this engine is due chiefly  inum is its high potential in com- 
hopper this coal is fed to a grinder, to the design of the fuel inlet valve parison with that of the metals 
where it is pulverized until 80 per and the use of a small charge of which are deposited on it. In many 
cent of it will pass a 100 mesh oil to insure ignition. In former de- cases this results in the deposition 
screen, A blower then conveys the signs, the fuel caked about the in- of metal by mere immersion of the 

crushed coal to a separator above let valve and refused to enter the — aluminum in the plating bath, with- 
the cylinder head, where the cylinder, but this is eliminated by out the application of any external 
coarser particles are returned to — the constant flow of coal dust and electromotive force. Since such de- 
the grinder. The finer particles air mixture. posits are caused by the dissolving 

are kept in suspension by the air of a quantity of the metals receiv- 
currents until they are deposited in ing the deposit equivalent chem- 
the feed hopper immediately above ELECTROPLATING ON" ALUMINUM ically to that deposited, it is to he 
the cylinder head. From the hop- 1912 expected that such deposits will be 
per outlet the coal dust is conveyed less adherent than upon metals 
to the fuel valve by a screw con- The wide-spread use of alum- which do not receive a deposit by 
veyor. The engine is provided inum in the mechanic arts in recent immersion. 
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...is a rare and marvelous possession. It is to be 

coveted and protected—nourished and encouraged—given 

freedom for expression, and, at the same time, 

intelligent guidance. 

At Delco Radio Division of General Motors we have 

an appreciation for talent—the kind of talent which led 

Delco to a position of leadership in the fields of 

electronics and solid state physics. 

Armed with this background and men of proven 

abilities, we intend to assault the challenges of the future. 

We have unusual opportunities for ambitious young men 

with new ideas—new talent. If you’re interested in becoming 

a part of this aggressive Delco, GM team, write to 

Mr. Carl Longshore, Supervisor—Salaried Employment, 

for additional information—or talk with our 

representative when he visits your campus. 

“.. Detco Rapi1o DrvisioN OF GENERAL Motors 

Koxomo, INDIANA 
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Z (2 S What’s going on here? ho = 
< TRY Wy oe Papermaking!—but you KJ ! 

ws eA needn’t know a single thing about 

SORE SSH th —that i i {J rh BSS Z e process—that is, to start with. What 

Dy SZ yy So we want to know is, can you Ua, F7 Af , 
ASSOVGE iw demonstrate engineering proficiency 
BEE ZEA in any of these fields: mechanical 

SO iT engineering, electrical engineering 

K > ZZ Paper was first made by (with mechanical interests), vibration, fluids, 

U Z U y Ts'ai Lun, China balance, noise control in sound levels, power 

l transmission, chemistry of papermaking, machine design, controls, 

structures, thermodynamics, lubrication, stress, and instrumentation? 

If engineering is your field, you may find a real 

challenge at Beloit Iron Works—where the world’s largest papermaking machines 

are designed and built. In the papermaking field, there is 

scarcely a branch in which Beloit hasn’t broken a record or 

introduced an engineering innovation or refinement. ee Pare 

Beloit engineering—since 1858— TSS rn 

has set standards for paper- = SS = Ble \ L_7 TL SSN | 

making around the world. } | NE ~ are i 

Beloit also manufactures machines | | estates HS Woy, Ww 
. ie H) i Hetahe 

and equipment in Pennsylvania, \ | | ho) oe ae ¥ 

Massachusetts, England, | | ee a J 

Japan, Italy. As for the SSN EE al nt 

community, Beloit, Wisconsin, SEAS LEE a Belch pap er 

is a place of pleasant SPS SVB ZAG are frequently 

dwellings and modern shopping | Ld ZA nae ee 

facilities. It’s also the home Y field 

of Beloit College. It’s located in the heart of the 

Midwest’s lake and recreational region. Let us tell you more. 

send for brochure: “Your Future at Beloit.” 

a a a a ne a cf i ai a nt gapenaarte en 
SRNR ZY oe 
SENN ‘ RA an 11 Rar ee 
HN aie NON (Sea! ee Sas 

ett za SIE ONY: Fits MY 
th, See SN fH a yeaa 

HR ON Ub erie SVM op im fag eee 
SHOU | tuay guy Re eee A Able A ge oe aay PRA PS |) WIN NY Awe. CO: a 
eo es era a aN ADM ivi: 
eH pot se pam Ft a 

TRL eee a TS wan RT He A (APs 4 LTH pes Oe Bt 4 nana] 5 For Interview appointment date consult your College 
ASS oS lee fe EOS yi 1 Cy SEAS n ae wth Placement Director—or send for brochure: 

= = TMs Weds. = = a Belel lip Worle, Eerzonnsh Division, 

2 TEES yay --- 7 Please send me illustrated “Beloit" brochure 

Sarina Beloit, Wisconsin, is a college town Name csc soot 

Séhool ee 
Date of graduation 

Address 

City__ SC Zone __Sttate 
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CAR-A-MINUTE ASSEMBLY PLANT 
LES LETS. MATOS __ LE. ES LE __ 

E@=—@ =O =¢ Oe Toe Feo «EO 

oe ee ne ‘ oo > 

: 2 feos ee eke Oe Le 

. .. . eae eee ae IRN. a ne et oe. ee ms sa 5 ie 7 : y A / 

; ¥ = moe Ae 
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ADMINISTRATION BLDG. — Architects and Engineers: SvervRuP & ParcEL, St. Louis * General Contractor: FRUIN-COLNON CONTRACTING Co., St. Louis 

ASSEMBLY BLDG. — ALBERT KaHN, Associated Architects and Engineers, Detroit * H. D. Toustey Co., General Contractor, Kirkwood, Mo. 

Designed to hold down upkeep... equipped with JENKINS VALVES 

Chrysler Corporation's St. Designed to be “the nation’s most modern automobile manufacturing facility,” 

Louis assembly plant serves this huge new plant also represents an all-out effort to make it a record-breaker 
the midwest, employs more in terms of low upkeep. 

than PlidBs. Gortee woe That Jenkins Valves would minimize valve maintenance and replacement 
iant, Plymouth, Dodge Da costs was assured by the service records of Jenkins Valves in other Chrysler 
and new Dodge Lancer cars. Corporatio: lant 

Seven buildings include a orp rau n Pp nis: 5 . *: 
13 million squaré-foot'man- By installing Jenkins Valves to control customary service lines and the 
ufacturing building and a extensive paint carrying system in the St. Louis plant, Chrysler guaranteed 
U-shaped administration dependability and economy. Yet, the Jenkins Valves cost no more. 
building of reinforced con- You can take the gamble out of valve costs with one word in your specifica- 
crete columns and girders, tions or purchase order . . . the word for economy: “JENKINS.” For information 
with pre-cast concrete floor about specific valves, ask your local Jenkins Distributor or write—Jenkins Bros., 
and roof deck. 100 Park Ave., New York 17. 

ei Ve fae inti : Dg soem ie ) oS, ST i la LOOK FOR THE JENKINS DIAMOND ° 
P%, 7; J "ie ii 4 / = : 

Y luck 
Jenkins Gate Valves control lines carrying paint 

as well as plumbing, heating, air conditioning. Sold Through Leading Distributors Everywhere 
| 
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wer ree. Ut as _— = i 

_. © — | ; i | Talking Shop. These photographs were taken at ad / . 
ro eS ‘a. the 18th Annual Joint Technical Meeting, CO oe 

[ >. | 9-13, French Lick, Indiana. More than 350 oil LC a 

_ * . °&7&;~ ~~ men attended formal sessions and enjoyed infor- Yr. ee, 
‘ ed mal discussions with other scientists. a x 7 Bore 

: ” SESSION FO SHOP-TALK’’ SESSION FOR SCIENTISTS 
Lr — TS ———  § He ie . Mo In a company where scientific research 

EV _zanges all the way from palynology to IW 
. | y : . 3 i metal stress, the need for an exchange of 4 

a fie information is imperative. Much of this m +d ’ 
ji, === can be accomplished with written reports _ | co i 7 c. | _ However, Standard Oil has found that a ; dow ii, 

i | | ; | | | | P| “Shop-Talk’’ conference once each year ela ,< 
i ao : U accomplishes a meeting of scientific minds ' ae 

| TYTT |. a that is even more satisfactory. : 

This year, at Standard’s 18th Annual \ 2 — 
' / Joint Technical Meeting more than 80 Beats 

/ / technical papers were presented to 350“. ee 

es -. technical experts and representatives of , v 

| 2 a ____._ other departments. Discussed were such | 
eas subjects as the potential use of atomic [#] | yy 

: energy as a commercial fuel source, elec- 7 ek 
tronic computer controls, and the use of Lo y oe! 
$80-an-ounce platinum in making higher i yy Le a ay 4 

os octane gasolines. In addition to these Co iT! : 
—. .»& formal meetings, small discussion groups a. ae et ye 

—_—~. | TA, and conversations between individuals = V joa 
A \. vo : PN ‘ ol contributed to the exchange of ideas. The al 7 | g Ae 

\\ Aa result was a stimulating five-day period ou A Vane 
he le ld that saw new ideas take shape. The meet- gay 1 ; io 
EV 7”. ing benefited everyone—scientists, the a |) 

\ my % ~ ae company, and consumers. ee i ; | 
I oe ee é ‘ a + 

«ae 5 oo This type of meeting, which Standard [4 | i 
Cg -.2- pioneered, is another example of scientific : ] : a] / Se en é : bog | 

@ iy ») leadership by Standard, and another rea- ; | 
aT ~~~ son why men with technical training find a =] rf a oo 
pyro? a Standard Oil career offers unusual cre- a : i 

ative encouragements. . .. rn. 
_@ 

> STANDARD 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY al 
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THROUGH RESEARCH 
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Engine Ears has readied the house for another neers was organized by the Na- 
val 297 i t ‘j sive 5 (Continued from pave 33) school year. tional Society to give to student 

in tl . ‘ 19m ‘ Each year Triangle welcomes engineers opportunities to become 
m the he wick ae ae _Pos! into its ranks many new members. acquainted with the practical side ; . scons vineer, : c . . : 
a een re W ckend t memeer, The procedure to be followed in of engineering work and as means 
and Parent’s Weekend tours. an : 

. ; . 5 the acquisition of new members is of contact between the students 
Why pe me inci Or specified in the National Constitu- and practicing engineers. While the 

eral Spent Ta y k " hen ie re tion, Students interested in Trian- courses that the student engineer 
vership in Triangle Fraternity to , are encourage attend « : 1 
i } re agi ab dh P gle are encouraged to attend all takes in college provide a good 

omer oO an engmeerll student? rrieh? : are + ¥ > a» rOs- . ‘ c ‘ . This ig A neta Hy <a Hy Sti rushing smokers and a the ae technical background for his 

dents have asked themselves. The pecuve tember stgnines by teas chosen profession, they can not give 
answer to:this wey ge | » gleaned actions a sincere interest ADS ead him an accurate picture of himself 
THSINEP LORS Query Gan: De gleanee angle, the fraternity strives to help z - 5 2 fr shat the fraternity strives : > > ; as he will be after graduation. The 
rom what the fraternity strives to in every way possible to aid the 1 hi : . 
attain and from what the fraternity student to get to know the frater- teen dest thing to magic eal 

ey: ce VE wo a a then, is contact with engineers ani offers to its members. nity better. It can justifiably be ‘t of i ae t ieee 

Triangle, as a fraternity, has al- said that if you are interested in WHE mdusOial concerns; anc so; 
ways sought to mold its members Triangle, Triangle is interested in the main purpose of the A. S. M. E. 
into individuals who will be true you. is to help out by providing part of 
assets to society. Towards this end, Once the desire of the student this contact. 

it strives to inculcate in the mem- has been recognized and he has Contact is accomplished in a 
ne a souse ° real brotherhood been found to measure up to the number of ways, among which is 

oe mal Social and — standards demanded by Triangle, the magazine “Mechanical Engi- 
curricular activities, while at the < tu vladvel is mpledoashioss a : Bcd tiifiectied “aren ; th ; he is pledged. His pledgeship is “a neering,” published by the Society, same time to impress upon the stu- ri asti some reworki : 5 ° : 
dent the ge sine Vv te of scholas period of testing, some reworking, and with which the student may : * ge e value scholas- ¢ considerable 3) oying.”” a 
se achievement and opaideaai, Sa hi keep up on late developments in t 5 nis aa Tee eri odges C - « Scholasti hi ment i | pened, is Pht tt Pie es a all fields of mechanical engineer- Scholastic achievement is real- » student ex s that he is truly : s : : . : . COG SIUGENCE XII | es y ing. Also, during the meetings, dis- ized through time spent in study- acceptable and desires to become i : = i 2 ; J Bs ae : cussions of engineering subjects, 
ing together or with help from a member, he is initiated into the : sai ‘ ae ‘ as ‘ ; job opportunities, or problems of upperclassmen in addition to the fraternity as an active. : tartine in ind eon : aa , : x engineers starting s- individual effort which is so neces- Triangle as a fraternity is a liv- young engineers starting in indus 
cane fo 3 sngineetiny’ educati . 7 try are held between members and 
sary fo an’ engincering education. ing organization and as such can : : 

Tei | : | ae often with the aid of guest author- 
lriangle has much to offer its be counted as worth no more than ities. H lent . : 

* , : es. Here, excellent experience in members, First of all, there are the what its members are, The worth obi SESS aa on ai dif > as : : : e REY ey 9 
opportunities of personal improve- of Triangle has been, is and will PUDAG Spee i a a6 aa 

: ioe 5 . eetings ma » obtained. > of ment which are had by living in continue to be of the highest be- fhe mnie me ities a S ve i brotherhood with fellow students cause it demands much of its mem- fe the on activi les :é 14 h  E 
: . : : : i : s the sponsoring e rips to all seeking to attain the aims of the bers and aids greatly in the realiza- 1s ie nate aa r e inne : 

fraternity. Secondly, there is the tion by its members of its chosen — P¢@tPY P the “th ct ide places 0 
asset offered by all fraternities, the ideals. ee te ae the oy ent ed see 

" 5 is é fe a > wa vs are 2 
cultivation of close and lasting ASCE ror aust a ee Me eal 
friendship, which is, in the case of eines ot bl ustry ri now the t cen & 
Triangle, magnified by reason of The American Society of Civil ictal ait as AIS! (COMTSES: ‘apply: te 
Tr : net cet C. oe i : actual situations. Triangle being a professional fra- Engineers has scheduled the fol- 
ternity, one in which the member- lowing meetings for this semester: The student branch is also de- 
ship is drawn from a specific field . signed to benefit industry in that 
of achievement. By this selectivity Sept. 21 it gives to the student engineer a 
a member is kept in a close rela- Oct 12 and 26 little bit of “know-how” about his 
Uionship with men in his chosen Nov. 9 and 30 field and help him to better under- 

1 a “ P *. . field of endeavor, This is of incal- Dec, 14 stand the role he is to play in his 
culable professional value to the Jan. 4 profession. 

| mer ele ys Sea me ee In these ways, the Student 
t “as > DFO ty @ > ~ . . f = i" Tie. “I | me vt ist one m scat a Some very interesting speakers Branch of the A. S. M. E. at Wis- 

A ie ee LOU fj practically’ i have been scheduled for these consin stands ready to help. stu- 

eT hen aa selenite organtantions meetings which we feel will be dents whose interests seek out 
Au ; “ — both informative and interesting. the many fields of mechanical 

Thir Triangle offers its mem- — gineering 
| th * f e | ‘ i t f All students enrolled in civil en- engineering. 
vers the comforts and pleasures o ‘ } - . Bivue B : a | gineering are eligible and encour- The Suident Branch at the Unt. 
living at the chapter house together ‘ in tl "Bx att sa : vee Q . 

as: wdc i: aged to join the organization. versity of Wisconsin has an active with their friends and brothers. : : : te, The el I is | year planned, including meetings, 
x te chapter house is located at ASME a picnic, a faculty night, a dinner 

438 North Frances in the heart of . ; meeting, lectures, movies, a speech 

the campus community, Extensive The student branch of the Amer- 
remodeling during summer months ican Society of Mechanical Engi- (Continued on page 55) 
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| East wall of Alcoa's home office, Pittsburgh 
| 

People of imagination. People perfecting new alloys, developing new processes, 
finding new applications. Men caught up in the vision of a wonderful world of 

A | CO aluminum. Men excited by their share in the amazing success of the metal. 
9 Each has found an environment where personal ambition can be realized. Income, 

opportunity, challenge, security, authority—it varies with the individual. 
People—your kind of people. Like to join them? Ask your placement officer to : i » Pp. 

arrange an Alcoa interview. 
_ Openings in Engineering, Production, Accounting, Industrial Sales, Sales Admin- 
istration, Sales Development and Research for men with all types of college degrees. 

IS | I O | | I ASK FOR BOOKLET 
Alcoa’s booklet, A Career For You 
With Alcoa, describes career opportu- 
nities at Alcoa more fully. Get a copy ALCOA ALUAAINUAA 
from your placement officer—or write 
to Manager of College Recruitment, ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
Aluminum Company of America, 810 
Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.



Hydrofoil craft. The hydrofoils also serve as hull and. controls the pitch of the 
Sessoh : oe § dampers when weathering a storm, main foil without using any other 

(Continued from page 24) a o ; 
giving added lateral stability. Also, | power than pressure from the sails. 

which are casy to shape and weld. the center of gravity is lowered, | For example, with the boat run- 
The light vibrations produced in giving greater metacentric height. ning diagonally downwind and a 
a hydrofoil boat by the propeller Hazards, Another problem. is wind gust hitting the sail, the bow 
increase the possibilities of fatigue that of hitting floating obstacles. will be pressed down, and the mast 
failure in’ the structure, a fact This is not as serious as it may will pivot forward shortening the 
which also makes it necessary to seem, In one case, an experimental forestay. This forestay is connected 
consider the flexibility of the mate- Navy boat on hydrofoils accident- with pulleys under the deck to the 

rials used. ally ran into a Linch thick icefield upper arm of the pantograph- 
Power Plant, The power plant of at 35 knots, but was able to cut shaped mechanism, which in turn 

a hydrofoil boat should be an en- through and turn back without increases the pitch of the main foil 
gine with high horsepower to mishap. On one of the commercial and returns the boat to level 
weight ratio, therefore internal — kits, the foils are held by friction position. 
combustion engines are widely clamps which are designed to slip Stability. Transverse stability is 
used. The light outboard motors if the foil should hit flotsam in the — obtained by designing the lift 
are ideal for small hydrofoil crafts. water preventing damage or cap- forces 50 that there will be no roll- 

The power required to propel a sizing. ing moment. The foils are placed 
hydrofoil boat is only about half | , about 10 feet out from the center 
that required for an ordinary boat Hydrofoil Sailboat line of the boat. The resultant 

to obtain the same speed. For ex- The hydrofoil principle, its ad- forces of each set of foils intersect 
ample: A 60-ton planing hull: re- vantages and problems, have been at a certain distance up on the 

quires 6000 hp to achieve 45 discussed in general, To illustrate mast. The center of pressure, re- 
knots. The same 60-ton hull on hy- a specific application of the hydro- — sulant of the wind forces on the 
drofoils requires only 2700 hp to foil, a discussion of a sailboat will sail, is also located at the same 
achieve this speed. ‘This power follow. height, thus eliminating any mo- 
economy is also proven by the per- Sailboats have always been rela- ment forces which would upset the 
formance of a hydrofoil sailboat tively slow crafts, The fastest rac- equilibrium and cause the boat to 
discussed later. ing yachts, such as the American heel excessively. When sailing with 

Power Transmission. With the Cup boat, “Yankee”, only reached the wind from the side, the angle 
new designs in marine propellers, a speed of 13.5 knots. A big 19th of incidence of the leeward foil can 
the most practical way of propel- Century four-mast  sailship with be increased by a crank to give 
ling the boat scems to be choosing several thousand square feet of — more lift. The steering is done by 
a submerged propeller rather than sail area, such as the tea clipper turning an automobile type wheel, 
an aircraft type propeller, such as “Sovereign of the Seas”, reached which, through a system of pulleys 
the one used by Crocco and Bell. speeds of around 18 knots. and cables, rotates the rear foil 
The disadvantage of using an air- Development. Baker Manufac- about a vertical axis. 

cera De propeller is that the turing Company built two hydro- The earlier prototype sailboat 
thrust line is located far away from foil-equipped sailboats in the equipped with hydrofoils was a 

the drag forces on the foil. Conse- summer of 1950, which were tested smaller, 16-foot craft with three 

quently, the craft will have a ten- in a 15 mph wind on Lake Men- —y-shaped foils which did not give 
dency to change height, Beside the dota near the University of Wis- the same dynamic stability as the 
disadvantage of a high thrust cen- —consin campus in Madison, The — Jadder type foils on the “Monitor”. 
ter, the efficiency is not good at larger of the two boats, the 26-foot — With sudden gusts of wind, this 
low speeds, and the propellers are “Monitor”, reached a speed of 30.4 boat had a tendency to overcom- 
hazardous to the crew. knots on a beam reach, that is, with pensate by climbing or diving 

Payload. Limitation of the — the wind almost at right angle to sharply, with the consequence that 
weight that can be carried consti- direction of travel. This velocity is ventilation destroyed the lift and 
tutes one of the drawbacks of the apparently the highest reached by the boat dropped ‘down to the sur- 
hydrofoil. The payload, including — any sailboat to date. face. These difficulties were largely 

fuel, is presently limited to about Construction. The “Monitor”, has — overcome on the newer boat 
25 per cent of the total weight. a sail area of 230 square feet. It “Monitor”, 
Also, the distribution of weight is has a parabolic, cigar-shaped hull 
critical. "The weight must be bal- with room for two people. The Potential Usage 
anced fore and aft just as on an mast is made of aluminum and . a . serait: rests in a knuckle joint on deck, The hydrofoil is a reality today. 

Wave Size. Uncertainty still ex- which permits it to move in a for- Large hydrofoil-equipped passen= 
ists as to the maximum size of — ward direction against a spring re- — 8CT ferries trafficated the strait of 
waves in which a hydrofoil boat straint, The boat has an automatic Messina. between Italy and Sicily; 
can operate safely; however, if the trim control, which consists of a hydrofoil police boats are used m 
weather becomes unmanageable, linkage system with a_ built-in Europe, and Baker Manufacturing 
the hydrofoil boat can decrease — mechanical computer. The com-  CO™Pany, Grumman Aircraft Com- 
speed, rest on the surface and puter automatically determines the pany, along with half a dozen other 
weather the storm like an ordinary pitching moment of the sail on the (Continued on page 57) 
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_ So a a The Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course 

_ rr—“——_O c —rrr——“‘“‘‘#Ri‘R‘R‘RNCOCOdwsSOCOCOCiidzC : . . i | 2 >. _. rl is based on freedom of opportunity. You will 
oh Uwe ——C~"_ have up to two years of practical training to 
a oe —. _ 3 ol find the right spot for yourself. At the same 

expt a permanent position at any time — when- 
——r———ee “a. = =———<“<—<“_C‘éver:out can. show youl are’ Yea. 

se 4 oe > lo You help plan your own program, working 
ees  \i Se a with experienced engineers, many of them grad- 

a . es = = hh uates of the program. Your choice of fields is 
i eC. Sr sl 
_ A ae ia [_ —e as broad as industry itself —for Allis-Chalmers 

Ca Gees. yo ___ supplies equipment serving numerous growth 
ot h6hmUmr”mrmCmUCCUC ee industries 
.  rtrs—es—O—“CO™COCt=t “a /(_ = . Bad oa Po ee -e Jr A unique aspect of the course is its flexibility. 
_ 7 - p a You may start out with a specific field in mind, 

eo oe " . . 
oe . aS ‘ “eo Te | then discover that your interests and talents lie 

 _., ‘ > in another direction. You have the freedom to Cee CU . , . 
oe — a | change your plans at any time while on the 
eo — 

-_. =. (course.  —r—__ 34 bP 2 Dl | Types of jobs: Research * Design * Development * Manufac- 
-. turing * Application * Sales * Service, 
_ yN a Industries: Agriculture * Cement * Chemical * Construction * 
_. Bp . Electric Power * Nuclear Power * Paper * Petroleum * Steel. 8 ome. : 
CS / i Equipment: Steam Turbines * Hydraulic Turbines * Switchgear 
a ee, * Transformers * Electronics * Reactors * Kilns * Crushers * 
— Ge <e Tractors * Earth Movers * Motors * Control * Pumps * Engines: 
a | , a Diesel, Gas. 

_. Pe AS : is Freedom of Opportunity opens the doors to chal- 
oe\ lenging and interesting careers. Among them is 

_ J wo our Nuclear Power Division, with an engineering 
i. staff in Washington, D. C., a new research and 
eh 5 development center in Greendale, Wis., and an 
L ] important research effort at Princeton University 
_ involving power from the hydrogen atom. For de- 
_ tails on the opportunities available, write to Allis- 

8 Chalmers, Graduate Training Section, Milwaukee 
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c ill b lyi - where, how will you be applying 

' your engineering knowledge? 

Soon many positions will be made available to you tain your interest, quickly broaden your experience and 

and you must select a cornerstone for your career. Be continually create advancement opportunities. 

analytical; you have a great deal to invest. Make sure AN OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDY PRO- 

the company offers room for personal growth plus GRAM... tuition-paid program at accredited col- 
the stimulus for achievement. leges and universities... Rensselaer Polytechnic 

We urge you to examine Hamilton Standard, for we Institute, University of Connecticut and others. 

know our company offers the ideal environment for SMALL PROJECT GROUP APPROACH to assign- 

an engineering graduate. Long famous for its accom- ments give you a sharper conception of the total prob- 
pismochtt th ae i ae the company’s lem and the evolution of cach product. 

Advanced Product Planning Program promises exciting vee ONE S program | NS DESIRABLE CONNECTICUT LIVING in a_pictur- 
expansion into entirely new industries. You will enjoy: 5 

° esque country setting, yet near New York and Boston. 

A VARIETY OF ENGINEERING ACTIVITY to sus- Excellent schools and housing. 

ee e Y ust 

Ask the Hamilton Standard campus representa- << ee BREATHING SYSTEM FOR 

tive every key question concerning your career. CO 0: THE B-70 BOMBER 
> dy thile. sei roy roa . rs oer i itiv ir inductit m produced In the meanwhile, send for your copy of our we ty MeN ees ee ven ied 

40-page brochure, ENGINEERING FOR YOU AND Os croft attain speeds of over 2,000 miles an hour 

your FuTuRE. Write: R. J. Harding, Adminis- ee in et cee Tec eetion ‘Barton ane fete ee 

trator—College Relations a ee Standard’s capability in the fields of aerodynam- 
ee ics, hydraulics, electronics and electro-mechanical 

- controls. 

an organization dedicated to Shinty and Engineering EVwellence 

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 
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(Continued from page 50) terly” as an IRE member as long of filtration and an illustrated 

contest, and many activities still in as you remain a Student Member. treatise on filtration equipment cur- 

planning. This year’s officers are: 3) You become eligible to join rently employing paper media. 

Charles Doyle, President one or more of the 23 IRE Profes- Such equipment ranges from the 
Art Hoefner, Vice President sional Groups of your choice for a well known plate-and-frame filter 

John Eberhardt, Treasurer and Record- nominal fee and receive their pub- press to modern coffeemakers. 

Waste Thoms Corresponding Secre- lication after membership in the A six-page glossary of technical 
tary IRE. AIEE Members may  sub- terms and a four-page index help 

Don Roeber and Don Paisley, Polygon scribe to any of the three bi- to make the Handbook of Filtra- 

Representatives monthly transactions at a student tion a valuable reference work 

Any M.E. interested in member- — ™*- upon a subject that has by no 
ship may contact any of the officers 4) After graduation, you will ineans been exhaustively treated in 
or inquire at the Wisconsin Engi- automatically be transferred to the technical literature. 

neer office, 333 Mechanical Engi- grade of Member in the IRE, or 
neering Bldg. Associate Member in the AIEE BOATING HANDBOOK 

without payment of a transfer fee. 

AIEE-IRE In addition, you will have the ARCO Publishing Company : 4 New York, 17, N.Y. 
. . . . opportunity to broaden your ac- 
cu ees dir : quaintance with the engineering 184 pages: 92:50 

diliennd ose UO vii of tas Een Dean, F “Lhe ew Houang Ean ar Electrical engineering needs the Nose on sorbant however - that fers boat owners - and vacationers 

désize 16 éeate something new, “ee pe oe ‘self a a hundreds of tips for the successful 
a © > you associate yourself with a dy use and maintenance of outboard 

the ability to change course and to namic professional organization, an motors and sailboats 
adapt the learning of one field to important forward step in becom- _ - — 
the requirements of another and ing a full-fledged member of the ; Collected from outstanding boat- 
newer field. Coupled with that is engineering profession. ing features in a leading magazine, 
need for knowledge of the funda- these 42 articles were chosen for 

mental laws of electricity, circuits, their usefulness and clear instruc- 

mathematics, field theory, and elec- . tions. 336 photographs and 25 
tronic circuits. Get all that in your Sneed’s Review drawings have been added to il- 
chosen college or university while (Continued from page 40) lustrate the various principles of 

you can, good boating. 

There is an additional ingredient meability, the findings are based The book contains sections on 
needed in the field of engineering — ©” original research. outboarding, sailing, novelty craft, 
—that is association with a profes- The handbook adequately de- docks and moorings, kits, boating 
sional organization. The American velops the basic theory of fluid safety, and building and upkeep, 

Institute of Electrical Engineers flow through porous media and de- in that order, Many unusual arti- 
and the Institute of Radio Engi- scribes the paper permeability tests cles come under these headings; 

neers are the kind of organizations based on this theory, The process one of them shows the reader how 
suited to a moving field; anxious engineer should find the permeabil- to plan and prepare for an out- 
to work for the technical advance- ity data based on results obtained board cruising journey with full 
ment of its members, keeping with a high-pressure tester quite camping equipment, Boating 

abreast of changes and new know!l- valuable in analyzing his par- Handbook also aims to prevent the 
edge, providing the professional ticular filtration problems. Included nuisances of motor failure and 
contacts so necessary to scientific is a five-colorchart that unfolds to needless accidents which have 

progress. 11 by 18 inches to give at a glance spoiled many an outing. 

The AIEE-IRE provides a frame- the permeability characteristics of Anyone who enjoys the pleasures 

work of Student Branches, one of — 75 grades of filter papers. of motor and sail boating will want 

which is located here, at the Uni- Retention is treated both quali- this book—it is an indispensible 

versity of Wisconsin, through tatively and quantitatively. The item in his boating equipment. 
which you can receive information concepts developed help ‘explain 
and professional contacts before some of the little-known: ‘mecha: , _ 

and after graduation. Should you nisms of retenion occurring during —IN TRIBUTE — 

decide to join the IRE or AIEE, filtration. They also present a con- If its funny enough to tell, its 

1) You become a Student Mem- vincing argument for the use of been told; if it hasn't been told it’s 
ber of the ATEE or IRE, world- paper in many filtration operations too clean; and if it’s dirty enough 
wide organizations interested and where other media have commonly to interest an engineer, the editor 
working in the fields of electrical been used. Both process engineers gets kicked out of school. 
engineering and electronics. and laboratory scientists should 

2) You will receive the “Electri- find these particular chapters of “Do you know how to drive a 
cal Engineer” as a member of the benefit. baby buggy?” 
AIEE, or the “Proceedings of the The layman is treated to a gen- “No.” 
IRE” and the “IRE Student Quar- eral review of the art and growth “Tickle his feet.” 
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RSS : Each 6,000,000 pound thrust rocket ship now being planned for manned 
ft ~~ = interplanetary exploration will gulp as much propellant as the entire capac- 

. 4 _  §  ity of a 170 passenger DC-8 Jetliner in less than 4 seconds! It will consume 
7 i. ll 1,140 tons in the rocket's approximately 2 minutes of burning time. Required | 
Pi se Yo . to carry this vast quantity of propellant will be tanks tall as 8 story buildings, 

8 i «J strong enough to withstand tremendous G forces, yet of minimum weight. 

aS TD m Douglas is especially qualified to build giant-sized space ships of this type 
7 i} i ai because of familiarity with every structural and environmental problem | 
4 ) i 7 involved, This has been gained through 18 years of experience in producing | 

4 4 ae yp missile and space systems. We are seeking qualified engineers and scien- 

ad . tists to aid us in these and other projects. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box P-600, 
— ¢ Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

¥ Dr. Henry Ponsford, Chief, Structures Section, discusses valve and 

t “ « fuel flow requirements for space vehicles with DOUGLAS 

ee Donald W. Douglas, dr., President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Il MILITARY AIRCRAFT Ill DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ill AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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Hydrofoil Rotor Engine 
(Continued from page 52) (Continued from page 17) | 

Panainciatess, sell custom built rpm and pressure over 125 pounds 
boats and conversion kits. : mai rhs a s . a per square inch, This problem p 
One of these commercial kits, seems to be solved, although the ] a 
The Baker Hydrofoils, can be at- inventor will not say whether it is SS VN 
tached to a 20-foot plywood hull, — 6y not. 4 
requires only a few screws for fas- 4 : a, ° : USES SS 
tening and is a safe and simple 4 a | ; q 
device. It enables a boat to be There are some NSU Prinz cars 4 
lifted out of the water and travel TUDMINE. now on rotor-piston he — a A 
over 30 mph (26 knots) powered Bmes: 2 addeliiion, ‘Curis Wight | 
by a 10-hp outboard motor. is working on some large models | | | 

Beside the uses already men- (over 100 hp) for aircraft, The | ee 
tioned, the hydrofoil boat could be, P¥€sent rotor-piston engine is ideal == 
and is, applied to military advan- for automobiles, because they are | 

tage on landing crafts, mine- small, light, and quiet. They have 
sweepers, coastal patrol boats and good performance characteristics Take advantage of the 
anti-submarine vessels because 2d run economically, The rotor- 

there would be no hull below the piston _ engine will also be fine for MECHANICAL 
water line for torpedoes to hit. The aircraft because it runs at high 
hydrofoil can also be used to good speed and has low weight and little ADVANTAGE 
advantage to help the big flying vibration, If the problem of air | 
boats break free of the water dur- cooling is worked out, the rotor- | 
ing take-off piston engine will be good for mo- 

Further; ie could be: of wee: ox bike and stationary motor needs The screw is a combination of two 
wn Fre saci Waare sees also. mechanical principles: the lever, public fire and rescue boats where Tt sete as: thously this newren: and the inclined plane, in hélical 

speed is essential, and, commer- : Sas 8 s e : E - a sine will work anywhere a present form. The leverage applied to the 
cially, the hydrofoil boat can be & : ill. ; . " os E oo nut combines with motion of the nut 
used in the fishing industry, and in CN8!N€_ Will, and the rotor “piston around the bolt to exert tremendous 
the oil industry for transportation  ©78'N¢ will open some new fields clamping force between the two. 
to and from of shore piaicers. Wi of use for internal combustion One of the greatest design errors a A ic e projects. Wa- engines. today, in fact, is failure to realize 
ter travel is one of the least ex- BIBLIOGRAPHY the mechanical advantages that 
pensive means of transportation David § _ 5; exist in standard nuts and bolts. 
today. It is used b ‘Iiions avid Scott, Auto Engine Without Pis- Smaller diameters and less costly 
aver the wotld. and a azfoum I ul tons, in Popular Science, March 1960, grades of fasteners tightened to 

” y ANC thererore; itis page 82. their full capacity will create far 
only reasonable to assume that Charles Nerpel, 1 H. P. per Pound, in stronger joints than those utilizing 
these radically new improvements, Motor Trend, March 1960, page 22. bigger and stronger fasteners tight- 
such as low fuel cost and more THE END | ened fo guly. a Fraction of their 

| somfortable trave i 2. PERSE. capacity. Last year, one of our engi- 
comfortable aed will e ve Science Highlights neers showed a manufacturer how 
nized and utilized to the fullest he could save $97,000 a year simply 
advantage. (Continued from page 27) by using all the mechanical advan- 

REFERENCES tages of a less expensive grade. 

1. Hydrofoil Crafts and their Stability, PRECISION THERMOMETRY FOR When you graduate, make sure 
V. Kostalainen, European Shipbuild- LOW TEMPERATURES you consider the mechanical advan- 
ing, v 7, pages 36-42, No. 2, 1958. MAINTENANCE | tages that RB&W fasteners provide. 

2. Low-Altitude Flying . . . Hydrofoils, a : _ And make sure, too, that you con- 
GC. E. Wisc, Machine Design, page 23. The National Bureau of Stand- sider the career advantages RB&W 
October 2, 1958. ards is expanding its low-tempera- | offers mechanical engineers—in the 

3. Trogitigelboote, H. F. Schertel, Zeit- ture research program in an at- | denlgnimanuracuire and application 
schrift des Vereines Deutscher Inge- > rovide hi se TPES | of mechanical fasteners. you're nicure, page. 1956, December 2, tempt to provide higher precision | snterested in machine desien=or 

1956. thermometry in the range from 90 | sales engineering, write us for more 
4. Hydrofoil Craft: Boats that Fly on down to 20°K (—183 to 253°C), | information. 

Wet Wings, Lt-Com. R. E. Apple, and to provide a calibration serv- 
SAE Journal, page 46, August, 1956. ice for secondary thermometers | RUSSELL, BURDSALL 2 WARD 

5. The Hydrofoil Boat, P. R. Crewe, from 20 di to 2°K The nae. | BOLT AND NUT COMPANY 
The Engincer, page 573, April 18 ou SOND Eo 2s ale Teas Port Chester, N. Y. ig > pag » Ay > | 
1958. urement of low temperatures is | 

6. Practice and Possibilities in Hydrofoil growing in importance because of | 
Boat Assembly, K. Bueller, Schifbau- recent advances in cryogenic tech- | Af 

Co te Jahrbuch, _v niques, and because physicists and | ay, 

7. Research Trend in Naval Hydrody- chemists need a practical and reli- | Ex 
namics, P. Eisenberg, Journal of Ship able working scale when they de- Ys Research, Vv 2, pages 3-7, No. 1, Junc, termine specific heats, thermal con- | WS year IZ ‘S 1958. votion : Lig) 
a - ductivities, and other fundamental i 1K 8. The Flying Sailboat, |. G. Baker, Re- sroperties of materials at. these <A) 
search Reviews, reprint, August, L957. proy es Ob Tueraly HESS? | VP 
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The best way to get ahead is to — eater 
be like a swimming duck. Keep vibe 
calm and cool on top but paddle > @): 
like hell underneath. \ 7 Nee 

~* a iT i Ty BELECTRONI An engineer is said to be a man _ t p #1 ia es 
who knows a great deal about very - nN ( tk § setnnerren 

little and who goes along knowing J ! \ (i Ry Wye PRode. i 
more and more about less and less g Lio 
until finally he knows practically (ey0 ye 
everything about nothing; whereas, ( } | SLOUCESTER'S 

A salesman, on the other hand, is j A i Sioewak 
aman who knows very little about > \" BL. COMNNTER 
a great deal, and keeps knowing Ne Li 
less and less about more and more (o) B) 5 - - 
until he knows practically nothing er Tp yo . 
about everything. : 9 J Dp ; 

A purchasing agent starts out a x) aa _ J 
knowing practically everything ‘ (ee) 
about everything, but ends up \ es ; 
knowing nothing about anything, <a, =e Onn 0 ZA 

‘ es » | Oxape ! La} 
due to his association with sales- , € } cote Pre eth LOT 
men and engineers. Ses = hex sam Ne \" “ aD) j 
“Madam, may I see your Wh )5 Te 7 

daughter?” \e — A | e) 
“No. Get out and stay out.” \ SNE” OH ‘ / 
“But, Madam, see this badge? a gS her, f IH, 

I'm a detective.” = re 
“Oh, I’m sorry; come in. I Roe wear 

thought it was a fraternity pin.” 

Professor (rapping on desk dur- TS 

ing class) “Order.” “I don’t care if it is an engineering masterpiece, Glouster, 
Student: “Bourbon and Soda.” it looks terrible.” 
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e f 

: So You Think 

[ Youre SMART! O ! 

by Sneedly, Law’66 

ELCOME back to Sneed- The May winner was: Paul J. Problem +3 
WX ly’s Hidew ay. For the Shaver, 1001 University Ave., Mad- Say, my digits are three, 

benefit of the freshmen ison 5, Wisconsin. ; But just what can they be? and other uninformed engineers, I Get your solutions in fast. The Take a third of my first 
will present for you super intellects ten dollars won't last long. Send From a half of my third: 
three juicy problems each month. — your answers and fan mail to: And a minus right here, . 

To the sender of the complete set SNEEDLY ; Would, of course, be absurd. 
of correct answers with the earliest % The Wisconsin Engineer . . 
postmark I will give ten sweet dol- Mechanical Engineering Now add twice my middle 
lar bills. So, sit up and take notice! Building. By oe fee - fiddle, 

I, Sneedly, hope that you will re- Madisen; Wisconsin Then you coulda’t have got spond so I will rid myself of this P : 
rejected feeling that I now possess. toblem: 1 Seven) 

1 Ken alee are no aes on XXX Hoy belevesman, 1 inaw 
these problems, but we have to get XX3 VY XXXXX That yeu must ibis cleven. 
your super brain working some- 3XX There’s no. catch in this, 
how. So, jump onthe wagon and “Xxx But don’t take it amiss 
get your answers in, and I, with X3X When I add one thing more, 
joy in my heart will quickly send x3 x Just to make it quite clear: 
vou the ten dollars. XX3 You should know that a five 

ose Is no part of me here. 
The answers to May’s problems 7" * me 

are: sewers t —_—_ There is at least one “5” in the gong your answers with your own 
calculation. Find the five figure flame and address to: 

1. number, . 
Problem +2 SNEEDLY ; 

n ne Two snails were 5 wilindueal c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
ee 4 ‘ol 5 a wee On BED one 333 Mechanical Engineering 

Bg | column of 6 feet in circumference. Building 

se NK The first snail was two feet up from Madison 6. Wisconsi Z 7 : Madison 6, isconsin 
ey SS the base when the second snail was 

{ six feet up on the exactly opposite All answers must be sent in the 
2 89484 64 Baa COR — side. mail and only letters with the cor- 
Be > Beir Raid oe eis If the second snail traveled to rect answers having the earliest 
3. Jack 8:30 the first snail’s present position, postmark will be considered the 

Ed 7:40 what would be his shortest path? winner(s). 
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ef, 6 _ If your sights are set@/ ‘1 on nuclear power 
Sl A 

Cricsies 

A) ha 
ewe. To | ‘ 

Walecs Wu eag - -youll find 
a= Fa | ll 

es Ce Photography 
S\N Ei ls | ee Ww k 
kh he ee ag : “ a \e ‘hae at Wor 
= Zany, as. S a Wer 1 | C with you 

bola er ha 
Vine ae LS 
AWS Ry - q 7 . . . 
ih { R Pe : _ Already engineers working with 

ss Se eZ oo nuclear power have learned that only 
\ (ee utmost purity of materials and metic- 
ur \ Kate " a _ te _ ulous accuracy in manufacture can be 

: | [ . tolerated in a reactor. Steels for the 
' \ > | - reactors and reactor vessels are checked 
[| ‘ \ 7 7 | / a | for make-up and molecular structure 
‘Ga i, 5 ie - = with photomicrography and x-ray dif- 
wr \ iy a fraction. Welds are proved sound and 
a \w Bf ms —— - af : moderators flawless with radiography. a ¥ - <7 | ' | i) : —< And stresses likely to occur are studied 

a oe "ea La % 4 in advance with photo-elastic stress 
a ) iia i Ln analysis. 
key AN aa Perl i | Ly i Ps In this new-day industry, as in any c \ i | Ad i Ee field on which you set your sights, 
1a ; € i Ae Pe photography plays a part in making a 
“ee . . ' better product, in producing it easier, 
ow A tthe oe in selling it faster. It cuts costs and po { a4 ss zi s a Da ue . : ae saves time all along the line. 

wy DS . - 1 Begs ot f- > So, in whatever you plan to do, take 
7 ~~. us K q THB Re = / full advantage of all the ways photog- 

Rr fh, (ima; he raphy can help. \ 3\t, ” See } 
ke = oe A CAREERS WITH KODAK: 

PN : 2 a \ a ~*~ Pe a With photography and photographic proc- 
Se i co +, he lo @ esses becoming increasingly important in 

i 4 ca a ee. the business and industry of tomorrow, . - “Sa of y e - a > oe = there are new and challenging opportunities 
i. — Ff { Ae Pe at Kodak in research, engineering, elec- 

oC  « . i ec a * Pd tronics, design, sales, and production. 
i i, = __ Baa fy OO <> If you are looking for such an interesting 

ae : _ mo 4 2 opportunity, write for information about oy  - a © PP y YS Mos 4 =e) careers with Kodak. Address: Business and 
i _ 4 ~~ Technical Personnel Department, Eastman | 

. : een Flo Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Mock-up of the Shippingport (Pa.) Atomic Power Station reactor £ 
which was designed and developed by the Westinghouse Electric a é 
Corporation under the direction of and in technical cooperation : Lo 
with the Naval Reactors Branch, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. LO a 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Mexodalk 
go “TRADE MARK 

Rochester 4, N.Y. oO , Boe
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— |. One of a series 

a V4 | Interview with 

Ak a) _ General Electric’s Byron A. Case 

ee OD | Manager—Employee Compensation Service 

ON aaa ve 2 

—. >] Your Salary 
eee / Se = 

oo k = | at General Electric 

Several surveys indicate that salary is Q_ When could I expect my first salary class are more than double the 1954 

not the primary contributor to job increase from General Electric and how median starting rates and, in some 

satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con- much would it be? cases, are three or four times as great. 

See a iiuation of deat oe A Whether a man is recruited for a Q What kinds of benefit programs 

a Sead : specific job or for one of the principal does your company offer, Mr. Case? 
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the training programs for engineers—the 

salary policies of a large employer of Engineering and Science Program, the A Since I must be brief, I shall merely 

engineers like General Electric will Manufacturing Training Program, or outline the many General Electric em- 

help you focus your personal salary the Technical Marketing Program—his ployee benefit programs. These include 

objectives. individual performance and salary are a liberal pension plan, insurance plans, 

Salary—a most individual and per- reviewed at least once a year. an emergency aid plan, employee dis- 

sonal aspect of your job——is difficult to For engineers one year out of col- counts, and educational assistance pro- 

discuss in general terms. While recog- lege, our recent experience indicates a grams. 
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering first-year salary increase between 6 and The General Electric Insurance Plan 
as directly as possible some of your 15 percent. This percentage spread re- has been widely hailed as a “pace 

questions concerning salary: flects the individual’s job performance setter” - es industry. In addi- 

ri and his demonstrated capacity to do tion to elping employees and their 
Ss aeasan weet eeavae oegnasel more difficult work. So you see, salary families meet ordinary medical expen- 

Pi adjustments reflect individual perform- ses, the Plan also affords protection 

A Well, you know as well as I that ance even at the earliest stages of against the expenses of “catastrophic” 

graduates’ starting salaries are greatly professional development. And _ this accidents and illnesses which can wipe 

influenced by the current demand for emphasis on performance increases out personal savings and put a family 

engineering talent. This demand es- as experience and general competence deeply in debt. Additional coverages in- 

tablishes a range of “going rates” for increase. clude life insurance, accidental death 

engineering graduates which is no doubt Q How much’can I expect to be making insurance, and maternity benefits. 

widely known on your campus. Be- fter five years with General Electric? Our newest plan is the Savings and 

cause General Electric seeks outstand- o y . Security Program which permits em- 

ing men, G-E starting salaries for these A As I just mentioned, ability has a ployees to invest up to six percent of 

candidates lie in the upper part of the sharply increasing influence on your their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds 

range of “going rates.” And within Salary, so you have a great deal of per- —_or in combinations of Bonds and Gen- 
General Electric’s range of starting sal- sonal control over the answer to your eral Electric stock. These savings are 
aries, each candidate’s ability and question. supplemented by a Company Propor- 
potential are carefully evaluated to de- It may be helpful to look at the cur- tionate Payment equal to 50 percent 
termine his individual starting salary. rent salaries of all General Electric of the employee’s investment, subject 

technical-college graduates who re- to a prescribed holding period. 

Q How do you go about evaluating ceived their bachelor’s degrees in 1954 

my ability and potential value to your (and now have five years’ experience). If you would like a reprint of an 
company? Their current median salary, reflect- informative article entitled, “How 

A We evaluate each individual inthe ing both merit and economic changes, to Evaluate Job Offers” by Dr. L. 

light ‘of information available ‘to ‘ws: is about 70 Percent above the 1954 E. Saline, write to Section 959-14, 

type of degree; demonstrated scholar-  ™edian starting rate. Current salaries General Electric Co., Schenectady 

ship;extra-curricular contributions; work for outstanding engineers from this 5, New York. 

experience; and personal qualities as 

appraised by interviewers and facult: 

members. These considerations deter. Progress Is Our Most /mportant Product 

mine where within G.E.’s current sal- 

ary range the engineer’s starting salary G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C 

will be established.
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